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TALK OF THE TOWN

THE BOK CARILLON

Presidential election returns will
be given as far as possible at the
Park Theatre Tuesday.

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL FACULTY

A Savings Account

Unusually good luck and perfect
weather was the lot of Dr. U. D.
North and Dr. "W. P. Conley on their
late duck hunting trip to Molasses
Pond. They secured their full quota
of birds each day.

Presents the Comedy

Is Always At Par
Make regular deposits in our savings department
and your money grows. Twice yearly you receive
a four per cent dividend on all money deposited.

“The Arrival of Kitty”

A Savings account particularly recommends itself
to the young man or woman ust starting in the
business world.
Interest starts on the first of each month.

The Maine Farmers' Almanac, now
111 years old. made its appearance on
the editorial desk Thursday, with the
compliments of
the
publishers,
' Charles E. Nash & Son. Weather
■ predictions form only a small part
| of the valuable Information to bo
found between Its yellow covers, and
its yearly coming to our desk is al
ways a welcome evetit.

Wednesday, Thursday, November 7,8

A BANK FOR EVERYBODY

at 8.00 o’clock

North National Bank

HIGH

Rockland, Main©

Deer hunting becomes legal in all
Maine counties at midnight Wed
nesday, when open season is de
clared in the eight southern coun
ties:
Androscoggin.
Cumberland.
Kennebec, Knox, Sagadahoc. Waldo,
Lincoln and York. The eight north
ern counties declared open Reason
Oct. 15. Hunting will be legal in all
counties until midnight Nov. 30.

SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Benefit of Athletic Association

Admission 75c and 50c—all seats reserved
Your Patronage is Respectfully Solicited

You Are Wanted
To depoit some money with us each month. We
will loan it on HOMES of people here in KNOX
COUNTY. We never charge them over SIX PER
CENT, and the demand is more than we can supply.
YOUR MONEY stays here to benefit your own com
munity. You have the BEST SECURITY in the
world and your DIVIDENDS QF FIVE ANO ONE-
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The Courier-Gazette

The Talbot avenue parsonage prop
erty of the First Baptist Church was
sold yesterday, through the Freeman
Young agency, the buyers being Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Brown, who buy for
investment. The sale price was $4000.
The house, large and well constructed,
and built in 1893. lias been occupied
as a parsonage until the present time
and is now .sold because the church
lately acquired by purchase the E. M.
Perry house on Beech street which
has now been made the parsonage, the
first to occupy it being the present
pastor, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.

WE WANTERKNOW !

THREE-TIM E8-A-WEEK

The Eva H. Fisk
In response to un inquiry printed
in this department a short time ago,
the correspondent is informed that
the bark Eva H. Fisk was built for
the late Capt. Moses Fisk, a wellknown master mariner of that period,
HALF PER CENT are very liberal. You can start
whose daughter (now Mrs. C. A.
an account at any time. We receive deposits as small
Crockett) the vessel was named for.
••• ••• ••• *•* IF This information is supplied by his
as ONE DOLLAR per month or any amount up to
.».
••• granddaughter, Mrs. Monira Pills
••*
Strong and bitter words Indicate a *•• bury of Rockland.
FIFTY DOLLARS per month.
••* weak cause.—Victor Hugo.
*•*
Capt. Willis Snow, who in matters
•••
relating to ships and genealogy has
no superior writes to this depart
ment:
"1 have a sailmaker’s draft of the
ANOTHER CHAIN IDEA
407 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
bark Eva 11. Fisk. She was built in
Three doors South of Rockland National Bank
Clarence Saunders of Memphis, Camden in 188 4 and measured 553
126Stt
Tenn., founder of the Piggly Wiggly tons. The Blue iBook gives her as
chain of stores, launched a new ven- being owned in Philadelphia in 1891.
'....................'•U ture Tuesday with the formation of She was double deck and according
the Clarence (Saunders Stores, Inc. to the sail plan carried skysails.”
To the above communication Capt.
The compay will begin operations
with 51 self service grocery stores, Snow adds the following:
“Last summer two elderly gentle
and plans to add 100 more within
men riding by my shop on Lake
the next few months.
avenue stopped their horse a minute
to chat about ships. Alden Barrows*
the driver, remarked that when in a
small road house near Oakland, Cali
SECOND HAND
fornia. about 1890. he saw a tine pic^
L+wre*^f^tlYF‘tHliyper*ship KeTl .racked
FURNITURE SOLD
hanging on the wall. It was like
"As much for your dollar as I expect
meeting someone from home, as he
for mine" that is the spirit we thaw. Our
had as a boy witnessed her launch
square dealini—liberal credit and law
ing in Rockland, near the Crockett
Teach the children to “save
prices—mean your CONFIDENCE ANO
block. His friend. F. J. Orbeton. who
GOOD-WILL. Withaut question we offer
the pennies” and the lesson of
was riding with him. remarked that
the best values in used furniture and
he saw the ship B. S. Kimball launch
Thrift will be remembered down
atoves in tha city. Our merchandise priced
from a yard near the foot of Talbot .
ta make friends which means dollars saved
through the years. Habits form
avenue. According to Eaton’s His-*
far you.
tory she was built by 11. Trowbridge.
easily when young.
COME IN TODAY
1192 tons, in 1857. He also built the
Buy what yeu netd NOW at the price
ship Yankee Ranger for Kimball &
you want ta pay and pay as yeu use an
Abbott. 708 tons, in 1854. Mr. Orbe
convenient terms.
ton made a trip in the Kimball from
New York to Liverpool in ballast,
WE HAVE EVERYTHING NEEDLO TO
commanded by Capt. Fred Hosmer, a
MAKE A HOME
brother of her former commander.
The mate was Mr. Hodgdon of Cam
Rockland Furniture Co.
den. I think he said that the ship
15 TILLSON AVE.
ROCKLAND
was sold to the English at Liverpool.’’
Rockland, Me.
Telephone 899-R
Capt. Snow adds:
“The ship
1-JOSTtf
Squando. built in Rockland in 1856.
of 1092 tons, sold to the English and
renamed ’l^atona.’ was still going in
1885.
Who knows anything about
this ship?”
* ♦* *
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates baaed upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPfif HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette
1882
The Free Press was established In 1855 and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

The year 1929 is going to be a reg
ular tightwad so far as eclipses are
concerned. The sun is going to hide
its faee twice but Rockland will wit
ness only one of the events.
The
total eclipse of May 9. will he visible
in the Indian Ocean and southeastern
Asia, but we do not recall any par
ticular engagement that we have in
either of those places at the time.
There will he an annular eclipse of
the sun Nov. 1 and we can have a
glimpse of that if the weather isn't
foggy. The moon will have an off
year, not being down on the lists for
any sort of an eclipse.

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Begin to Save

When You are Young

Rockland Savings Rank

Men’s and Boys
SUITS and OVERCOATS
We are now showing these in the newest fabrics and models of the same well

fitting and dependable make that we have sold for so many years and at prices
that have a real appeal.

SUITS
$25.00 to $40.00

Who Was Mrs. Grundy?
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
•Can you give me any information
as to who Mrs. Grundy was?
Inquirer.
Our first resort in such matters,
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary,
conveys this information:
“A person frequently referred to in
Morton’s Comedy (1798) ‘Speed the
Plough.’ hut was introduced as one
of the dramatic personae. Dame Ashfield is so continually asking ‘What
will Mrs Grundy say?’ when anything
happens or is proposed, that Mrs.
Grundy has become proverbial for
that part of society whose opinion
as to the proprieties is narrowly con
ventional.”

ENERGETIC MEN
In every town and village can
earn big money selling seeds.
Experience unnecessary
Steady
work. Write for particulars.
COBB CO. Franklin, Mass.

131*132

OVERCOATS $30 to $55
We alsotiffer

A few Men’s Ulsters, small sizes, 35 to 38, at $5.00 each

A small lot of Boys’ Overcoats, at $3.00

A D ro
AUTHORIZED DEALER

All Electric Sets

And a number of Men’s Overcoats, at $10.00

Not right up to date in style, but warm serviceable Coats
Also a few Young Men’s Suits in sizes 34, 35 and 36, at $10.00

SIX TUBES

$77.00 less tubes
• • • •
SEVEN TUBES

$106.00 less tubes
NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING MOUSE

JOHN A. KARL & CO
118-152

1
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THE EDWARD W. BOK CARILLON

In the Bird Sanctuary Which He Has Created Upon His Estate at Mountain Lake, Florida.
The Great Bell Tower, With Its Equipment of Bells Just Received From England, Represents
an Expenditure of a Million Dollars. The Dedication of the Carillon Is To Take Place February
1st, 1929, With Auton Brees as Carilloneur.

been tapering lines to an octagonal top, , to Mexican and Atlantic waves?
.37 feet wide. One of the doors is of ‘ Beauty”
declares the donor of Its
made in this paper to the million brass,
hand-wrought by Samuel benison.
“It will put a song Into the
dollar carillon that Edward W. Bok Yellin. The tower is surrounded by , hearts of all who shall hear. Doesn't
a moat which, with the planting and that mean something in spiritual and
Is erecting upon his beautiful win
the reflection in the pool, will make aesthetic gain through the generater estate at Mountain Lake. Florida. it one with its surroundings. Its in- | tions? There would 'be no point,” Mr.
Writing from Tampa, a correspond terior will not be open to the public. Bok is quoted as saying further, “in
For this tower 61 hells, of 48 building a great, beautiful thing like
ent of the Christian Science Mon tones, are now being cast at Croydon, the Singing Tower for my own
itor tells an interesting story of the in Leicestershire, in the famous old pleasure. No: it is for all the people.
structure, which The Courier-Ga foundry of the Taylor Brothers Indeed, I believe that if there were
zette by permission reprints for the where for 300 years the great caril more beauty in this country, there
lons of the world have been cast. would be less crime."
benefit of its numerous readers in Tradition has it that the secret for
From this, one understands that
this vicinity where Mr. Bok has his mula for the composition of metals, j no admission fc. ; rharued at
summer residence and is a distin to give those magh
tones for j entrance to this charming park,
guished member of the Knox County which their bells are known, has Mountain Lake. Nor is there any
been transmitted orally to heads of restriction except that you must not
vacation colony.]
the house through many generations. pick the flowers or frighten the birds
The bells arc cast at midnight, the or others of the park creatures.
So, although the hells arc in Eng
The campanile (writes the Tainpa craftsmen of Leicestershire will tell
correspondent) being built by Ed you, when there is no vibration in land. most of tlicni still voiceless, in
ward W. Bok on the green shores of the air, and the old-timers add tliat •the massed metal, and the tower now
Mountain Lake will house, when a wedding ring always goes into the just nearing its outside completion,
yet all through the past autumn and
complete, one of the finest carillons metal.
The work on Mr. Bok’s bells was winter increasing numbers of visitors
of the world.
The Singing Tower, the people’s commenced^ at the foundry early last have come to the park, admiring its
name for it. is 202 feet high, with a year, but tlie entire set will scarcely beauty and gazing upon the rising
base 51 feet square. The structure be completed before the end of the tower, listening in imagination to
future chiming, and then wandering
is of pink marble, finished wjth co present year.
The aggregate weight of the 61 down through the “Jungle” paths (as
quina rock, which is composed of tiny
shells, uniquely enchanting in effect bells will be 112.000 pounds, and they the deeper covert is named) to peep
under the turquoise skies of Florida. will range In size from tin- little at the shy little brown birds, like
The coquina-marble surface covers silver-voiced 15-pounder to the giant wrens, hut really English nightin
of the carillon, weighing 23.104 gales now getting domesticated in
a steel framework.
The architect, Melton B. Medary. pounds.
this sanctuary.
ueid the builders, Horace Burrell &
The cost of 'the carillon and tower,
Finally the flamingoes! One al
Son, have made considerable use of as estimated at the present stage of ways goes 'to see 'them. Joining
southern material in constructing the work, approximates $225,000. heartily in Mr. Bok’s hope that from
the tower. Both the “Creole” and the though expected to exceed this by these
picturesque
and
colorful
“Etowah” marble, cut to suggest the many thousands. The duty alone on creatures sent to Mountain Lake
outlines of bells, came from Georgia the bells—if duty must be paid— from the Bahamas and the Chilean
will amount to $40,000. it is stated.
Andes there may come a re-stocking
quarries.
From its foundation the tower
And the purpose of this magic of the peninsula, once known as the
rises in gradually changing form and tower, carrying matin and evensong “Flamingo State.”

| Reference

has* frequently

Rotary luncheon yesterday had for
its usual half-hour of entertainment
a brilliant story of the summer spent
In Portugal and Spain by Rotarian
E. L. Brown, so good a paper of travel
that The Courier-Gazette is to 'have
the pleasure of spreading it before
its readers in full. "‘It is easy to
make a trip,” said Mr. Brown by
way of preface, “but not so easy to
make a story of it that shall interest
the general listener.” However dif
ficult a piece of work, he brought
success to it. Visiting Rotarlans
present included Scott G. Bailey,
Portland. E. K. Leighton., Waterville,
Allen Curtis , Belfast and Archie
Greene. E. E. Boynton and Kendall
Hopkins of Camden.
Is the alba core ever seen by fisher
men In Knox County waters? An
Item from New Bedford states that a
115-pound alhacore. a southern fish
of the mackerel family, was shot thd
other day off the Potoniska shore,
Soulli Dartmouth, by.Inseph T. Murphy
ind his young son, Edward S. Murphy.
The big fish, far out of its native
warm seas, had got in shoul water
and was struggling with little success
to get back into deep water. It at
tracted the attention of the hoy, who
called his father from their nearby
summer home at Little River. The
two pursued the fish in a boat, and
after two hours succeeded in shooting
it and hauling it in. The alhacore
made several lunges at the boat, hut
did not prove dangerous. It was
hauled ashore by hooking the boat’s
anchor into it.

A good example of the money sav
ing value of motorized fire apparatus
was gained yesterday forenoon when
a diaphone alarm called the depart
ment to the Gay street home of Capt.
Joseph Melvin where a lively roof
blaze was in progress. A quick run
was made yet the roof was involved
with a hole already burned through.
Chemical lines from Engine 1 and
Ladder 3 settled the matter, no wa
ter being used. Under the old regime
the horses would have been scat
tered all over the city with dump
carts and would first he run to the
engine houses and thence to the
WOOLEN OUTLOOK
scene of the fire. By that time the
WHY WE’RE THANKFUL most becoming that we should do this,
for the goodness and mercy of God
house must have been badly involved
which has followed us through the Commercial
Bulletin Sees and the water which necessarily
Prosperity and Peace Cited year
must have been used, would have
deserve our grateful recognition
In President’s Proclama and acknowledgment.
More Business For the ruined the house. All this of course
is premised on the fire hells being
"Through Ills Divine favor peace
heard by, the drivers, w hich frequent
Mills.
tion.
anil tranquility have reigned through- j
ly w’asn’t the case. Damage on the
out the land. He has protected our
President Coolidge in issuing his country as a whole against pestilence | The Commercial Bulletin says: Melvin house was only a few hun
annual Thanksgiving proclamation and disaster and has directed us in “There is more business being (lone dred dollars.
calls upon the people to offer thanks the way of National prosperity. Our on* the basis, usually, of a slight de
Thursday, Nov. 29, for the peace fields have been abundantly produc
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
which hits existed in the last year.
tive’; our industries have flourished: cline in prices, especially for the fine
The proclamation said the country our commerce lias increased: wages wools. On this basis, tin* mills very
If I had to live mv fife acaln I would have
as a whole had been protected against have been lucrative and contentment apparently have need of a consider made a rule to read some poetry and listen
pestilence and disaster and had been has followed the undisturbed pursuit able weight of wool and the larger to some music at ’east once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of happiness.—
directed in the way of National pros of honest toil.
Charles Darwin.
“As we have proposed in material units have bo«*u liking some sizeable
perity.
things, so have we also grown and lines of wool during the past 10 days,
A BALLAD OF HEROES
It follows:
Because you passed, and now are not,—
"The season again approaches when expanded in things spiritual. Through as well as a great many small lots
Because, tn some remoter day.
it lias been the custom for generations Divine inspiration we have enlarged here and there. The woolen mills,
Your sacred dust from doubtful spot
to set apart a day of Thanksgiving our charities and our missions. We
Was
blown of ancient airs away,—
also,
are
getting
a
little
more
busi

have
been
imbued
with
high
ideals
Because you perished.- must men say
for the blessings which the Giver of
Your
deeds were nauzht. and so profane
ness
on
the
basis
of
slightly
lowerwhich
have
operated
for
the
benefit
all good and perfect gifts has be
Your lives with that cold burden? Nay.
stowed upon us during the year. It is ! of the world and the promotion of the priced wool.
The deeds you wrought are not tn vatu!
“Foreign markets arc steady to
___ ’ brotherhood of man through peace
Though. It may be. above tlie plot
firm, both in the European secondary
nd good will.
That hid your once imperial clay,
“Wherefore, I
Calvin Coolidge. markets as well as in the primary
No greener than o'er men forgot
President of the United States, do markets down under. There is gen
Tlie unrewarding grasses sway ;
Though ttiere no sweeter Is tlie lay
hereby set apart Thursday, the 29th eral competition in Australia except
From careless bird, though you remain
' day of November next as a day of from this country.
Without distinction of decay.
“Manufacturers, spinners and comb
j general thanksgiving and prayer, and
Tlie deeds you wrought are not in vain!
ers
are
more
active.
Sonic
com

1 I recommend that on that day the peoT o Break Up a Cold j pie shall cease from their daily work mission combers arc operating night No. For while yet in tower or cot
Your story stirs tlie pulses’ plaj ;
! and in their homes and in their ac- and day and some spinners have in
And men forget the sordid lot—
IVill not affect the heart
' customed places of worship devoutly creased operations in the last three
The sordid care, of cities gray :
While yet, beset In homelier fray.
give thanks to the Almighty for the weeks from 60 to 100 per c ut. CaS*
AT YOUR DRUGSTORE
They learn from you the lesson plain
many and great blessings they have i pacity operations in certain instances,
That Life may go. so Honor stay.—
received, and seek His guidance that
“Mohair is moving steadily in the
The deeds you w rought are uot In rain I
tor Colds, H cadache
they may deserve a continuance of his ' southwest at 63-65 cents for the
Envoy
favor.
”
.
|
Texas
staple,
with
kid
hair
bringing
a
and Neuralgic Pain
Heroes of old! 1 humbly lay
----------------- ,I dime more. Locally, the market is
Tlie laurel on your graves again ;
Whatever men have (lone, men max.-I
Eighteen 10-cent Christmas cards, lather quiet hut firm. Foreign marThe deeds you wrought are not In vain!
boxed $1. Knox Book Store. 117-145 | kets are very firm "
• — lustiu Dobson

PINKHAM’S
PHENRIN
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The Courier-Gazette
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, Me.. Nov. 3. 19S8.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman in the
'office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of Nov. 1, 1928, there was
printed a total of 6600 copies.
Before me,
FRANK R. MILLER.
•
Notary Public.

NAZARENE CHURCH

ARMISTICE
. day

Every-Other-Day

CRACK DEGREE TEAM Ij

The Pastor Tells What His Coming Tonight From Ban
Denomination Stands For
gor To Work Degree For
Modern Woodmen
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —

IBURPEE'S'

Feast Your Eyes on This Beautiful
Thanksgiving Special!—New 8 - Piece

The Church of the Nazarene is one
Modern Woodmen are responsible I
. of the youngest denominations in the
great family of evangelical Christian for the big exodus which is taking I
bodies in the world today. In the place in I'nion tonight, a class of 50 I
' When the righteous are fn authority
year of 1894-5 there began simultan candidates coming front that town to I
»the people rejoice: but when the
eously on the Atlantic and Pacific
•wicked beareth rule, the people mourn
coasts a movement for the distinct receive the degree. The big meeting I
*—Proverbs 29:2.
formation of organized churches for in Temple hall will be preceded by I
I
the propagation of the doctrine and supper in American Legion hall.
The Bangor News had the following I
TUESDAY’S ELECTION
experience of Christian holiness as
taught by George Fox and John to say tbout the crack degree team I
Wesley in the earlier years, Ulti- which is coming from that city:
' Approaching the eleventh hour of
"The talented degree leant and of- I
mutely
th&se movements in these
,a Presidential campaign the memseparate parts of the country became fleers of Bangor Camp of the Modern I
’bers of both parties are invariably
• known to each other and finding out Woodmen of America will go to I
«beset with misgivings. The weak
that their aims and purposes were Rockland with their complete outfit
the same they finally gathered in to exemplify the degree work in
ness of their own armor becomes
|
Chicago
in 1907 which was the birth ritualistic form. This will be thp
i apparent and they see in their opi
year
of
the
Church of the Nazarene. first time that degree work has ever
SS
1 ponents elements of strength which
Later other bodies of like faith unit- open exemplified for Modern Wood
-had not before loomed conspicuously.
led with the parent body and unitedly men in that county in scientific form
It is a bit of psychology which the
they flung their banner to the breeze without the aid of any rituals. The
► of salvation for all men from all sin degree work as exemplified by Ban
language of the street has interpret
gor Camp is about the finest and best
in this present world.
ed as “cold feet.’’ Both sides are
1 The doctrinal statement of the seen In the country.
afflicted with that complaint and it
"Under the guiding hand of Degree
j church includes the following: We
would be useless to deny it. In the
believe in one God—the Father. Son Counsel W. A. Wilson, assisted by
campaign now closing the Republi
and Holy Ghost: in the divine in Adviser Clarence L. Stickney, Past
spiration of the Holy Scripthres, Old Counsel Leroy Mitchell, Banker John
can party has reaffirmed its well
and New Testaments, and that they T. McPherson. Escort Barrett Barny, •
known position in regard to the tariff
contain all truth necessary to faith Watchman Ralph Flagg, Bangor
Camp has without doubt one of the I
.and other issues, and has pointed
and Christian living: that man is
best staffs in its history and is fast
•with justifiable pride to a long list
» horn with a fallen nature, and is.
Tickets sold and good going
gaining recognition as the best in the
'of achievements, none more brilliant
therefore inclined to evil, and that
State. Special parts taken by Gleam>n
j continually: that the finally impeni*or more satisfying to the taxpayer
Mann and Darius H. Smith add much |
! tpnt are hopelessly and eternally lost.
•than what the world has seen under
to the beauty of the ceremony.
That
the
atonement
through
Christ
Good for return until Nov. 19ih
"Former Captain James H. Smith I
"the seven and one-half years of the
is for the whole human race and that
built up a degree team of which Ban’Coolidge administration. It would be j
Only $7.21 from Rockland
i whosoever repents and believes in
or feels very proud and under com
the Lord Jesus Christ is justified and
..reckless and folly to say that some
mand of the present Captain Gordon
Harvard
vs.
Univ.
of
Penn.
November
1
MAINE
’
regenerated
and
saved
from
the
do

MAINE
’ mistakes have not been made, for
Wade, assisted by Foresters Ralpli
minion of sin. That believers are McKay. Mills H. Barber. Jr., George |
CENTRAL Bostcrf^College vs. Fordham, November 1 Central
• humanity is prone to mistakes, and a
Railroad
to
be
sanctified
wholly,
subse

R
siiooao
z'
132-133
rerrili, Ernest McPherson, Harry
’ governing body like Congress does
quent to conversion, through faith.
Terrill. James H. Smith, Claude Tay- |
«not always do the things that the
That the Holy Spirit bears witness to
lor. and John Gallant assure Rock
the new birth, and also to the entire
J most capable leaders would like to
land and Union Camps of a pleasant |
sanctification
of
the
believer.
In
the
You Can’t Beat
’ see done. Blocs and sectional inter
venlng.”
return of our Lord, in the resurrec
ests render futile much well meaning
This fcr Sensational
tion of the dead, and in the final
As Shown Ry Literary Digest Poll, But Editor Wains of judgment. The creed of the Church
legislative intent.
OWL’S HEAD
Value
• • » •
Mr. and Mrs Ashley Young have I
of the Nazarene. it will he noticed, ir
Late Shifts—Smith Far Ahead of Davis
gone
to
New
York
where
they
will
|
that
of
Evangelical
Protestantism,
*’ The Democratic party, having long
and the distinguishing t?net is that spend the winter with their daughter.
Guests invited for Thanks
Jbeen out of power and hence /beyond
J. E. Dority State Highway superof entire sanctification as a second
•the pale of temptation and corruptHoover is shown .ahead in 42 States idge carried all but five borroughs of definite work of grace wrought in ntendent, was in town Thursday.
giving—a wonderful delect
^ive opportunity, has sought to make and the ‘ Solid South.’’ which has tiie city.
Mrs. Edith Young and her sister I
the heart of the believer by faith.
able
dinner all planned! How
The tabulations show Hoover ahead
The Church of the Nazarene holds Mrs. Bessie George leave soon for |
^the most out of the old oil scandals, been Democratic for more than 50
••
years, will be bi often according to the in Massachusetts, ^’hich is considered in common with piost other protes- Vttleboro, Mass.
about
the dining room furni
•but this has been amply discounted by final returns of the Literary Digest's
Mrs. Mary Flinn returned to her |
by many astute political observers as tant churches, the two ordinances of
ture?
Will you be proud to
*the prompt censure which the Re huge national Presidential poll.
the prize doubtful State of the entire baptism and the Lord’s Supper. Bap tome in Boston Friday.
Alabama and Arkansas are practi Union, by a margin of slightly over tism is administered either by ef
publican party as a whole has direct
have your friends see it? The
Capt. Allen Holt, former keeper of I
fusion or immersion, according tc he Light Station is in town calling |
ed against the criminal efforts of the cally a stand-off between the two 2 to 1.
suite pictured and featured
candidates in this pre-election ballot
The complete returns show Smith the election of the candidate. Re in old friends.
I few. The Democratic party has as
ing and the Literary Digest reports receiving about 38 per cent of his sup garding her polity the organization
Monday is positively sensa
A supper and Halloween social was I
sumed an air of martyrdom on the that most of the political observers
port fr m those who stated that they is representative throughout: and is he’d in the community room Wednes- |
V
tional value, arranged as our
tissue of religious intolerance, but are inclined to place both of these voted Republican in the last Presi symmetrical, having a general as lay evening for the benefit of thn
States
in
the
Smith
column.
annual
Thanksgiving special.
Ifrom the very outset no speakers
dential election, while Hoover obtains sembly which meets every four years Library. A good supper was served. I
With the exception c. a few some 75 per cent of his strength from those forty district assemblies which meet games, music and Halloween stunts
tand no writers have been so emphatic
It comprises a magnificent
what doubtful sections Hoover is who professed they were Republicans annually and local congregations in njoyed, and $23 netted which will be I
Jin their condemnation of bigotry as
leading by substantial majorities in in 1924.
60-inch buffet, extension tacharge of regularly elected pastors ised to help pay for the chimney soon |
•those who have operated under the all of the other 42 States, and the re
Of the 444,270 who cast ballots in The church is intensely evangelistic o be built.
’
host chair and 5 diners,
•banner of the Republican party. turns indicate his probable election this straw” election, but who did not at home and missionary abroad. The
ALL in GENUINE WAL
vote in the official Presidential elec membership of the movement is now
Hoover has added another speech
iThat party does not desire to have by an ample margin.
Other than the marked pluralities tion four years ago practically 61) per between 70.000 and 75.000. There are to the itinerary of his trip across the
Jits standard-bearer ride to the White
NUT VENEERS and other
accorded Hoover in the great nyijor- ■ent are voting Republican and more 1.600 ordained ministers, four gen Country to California to vote. It will
IHouse on a steed which subsists on ity of States the outstanding features
cabinet woods. You’ll be
than 38 per cent are voting Democratic eral superintendents and 125,000 Sun be delivered nt Pueblo, Colo., on the
’prejudice, neither can* it be held ac of the poll are the indicated gain of in this “straw” poll.
day School scholars. The church har night of iNov. 3. This has involved
amazed at this value for only
countable for the passions of in the Democratic nominee over the re
“The poll,’’ the Literary Digest nine schools and colleges and a pub an entire change of schedule from St.
$99. SEE IT !
turns of his party in the official 1924 states editorially, “whose final results lishing house at Kansas City, Mo L uis to Ogden, Utah, a change
dividuals on any issue.
election and the strong Republican are tabulated therewith, has proved to There are fifteen Nazarene churches which will take the Republican pres
» • » »
invasion of the South.
idential candidate directly across )
he the greatest in history, with the in Maine.
Balance Easy ! !
The Democrats have sneered at the
OX. .the,. .record-breaking total of complete returns some 380.000 votes
The Church of the Nazarene Missouri and Kansas, through ColojReptrbiican claims of economy and .767.2B2 ballots cast in this “postcard beyond the record-making poll of stands shoulder to shoulder with -ado and to Salt Lake City en route |
every Evangelical body of Christiar to Ogden.
iprosperity, forgetting perhaps that election,” Hoover has 63.2 per cent and 1924.
••♦•
“The total of votes received. 2.767.- believers to advance the kingdom of
jail through the Coolidge administra 5mith polls 35.7 per cent, with the
small remainder distributed among 263 out of a total of approximately our God and Christ on the earth.
The questions of religion, prohi
tion they have attributed whatever
the several minor candidates.
19,000,000 ballots sent out, represent
The local church in the town of bition and farm relief occupy much I
.business depression there may have
The Literary Digest in its columns a proportion of 14.6 percent, consider- Union is now in the midst of reviva’ 'Pa^?e in the Scandinavian press. The |
.been to over economy upon the part calls especial attention to a possible ab’y above the average for polls of service in their new church building Chicago “Svenska Amerikanaren.’
with Rev. Donald S. Deware of Au largest Swedish weekly in the counpf President Coolidge. That every last-minute switch of votes, such as this sort.
“The outstanding features of the gusta as evangelist. Special voca tfy. remarks that "while Mr. Smith I
"part of the country is prosperous and occurred between the I^a Follette and
Davis ranks immediately prior to the completed poll are th*» great plurali and instrumental music characterize is an honest and capable man who
jthat every industry and every other 1924 election day, which might re ties given Mr. Hoover in most of the the services. The church was filled
has handled the duties confronting
"branch of industry is prospering no- verse the returns in certain States States, the indicated Democratic gain almost to overflowing the first Sun him so far like a real man, he is far
50c a Week
from
Hoover
to
Smith,
and
it
is
cau

Jaody claims or believes. Such never
over 1924, throughout most of the day. Services are to continue aP below Mr. Hoover in those qualifi
tioned
that
this
factor
should
be
next
week,
every
night
at
7.30,
Sun

country, especially in the largest
cations which the leader of out great
•was the case since the world began,
Another surprise special for Mon
taken into consideration in determin cities, and the Republican strength day at 2.30 and 7.30. “The church
epublic needs." “Sandebudet." also
and unfortunately such a situation is
day's shoppers ! One lot of fine
ing the validity of the “straw” poll, developed throughout the South.
where you are always welcome.”
of Chicago, official organ of the |
Clever likely to obtain. Tiie word for all of its ballots were returned and
Rev. J. W. Poole, pastor
"The Digest, as was announced in
dinner sets consisting of 6 Cups, 6
Swedish Methodist Church, says ed
^prosperity has reference to general counted more than two weeks before the first article on the poll, and has
Union, Nov. 2.
itorially. "He who votes for the en- I
Saucers. 6 Plates, 6 Salad Plates,
emphasized since, presents its flgu: • s
’conditions and the welfare of a peo the regular election.
"ray of temperance votes unwisely."
Covered Vegetable Dish, Creamer,
It ir pointed out that in a separate in an absolutely non-partisan way or
ple which certainly never has been
UNION
Sugar Bowl and Cover and Platter.
polling of Philadelphia, where post an ‘cmnlpartisan’ way. as one friendly
MRS ELECTA E. ROBBINS
Jable to boast of more luxuries and card ballots were sent to the entire editor puts it, with the desire only to
Mr. Nelson of Connecticut visited
Several designs—highly glazed ft are
privileges than it is at this moment electorate, Hoover polls 69.704 votes get at the facts in the case and «> Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Griffin recently.
Mrs. Electa E. Robbins, widow of
—dinner service of good quality at
$njoying. The Republican policy of to Smith's 48,429, or about 4% to 3, fairly present them that its readers
Many from this place attended the the late Adelbert IP. Robbins, died
a remarkably low price.
Harvest Home at Appleton Wednes October 25, at her home in Union
■prohibition has also been derided, and whereas in the 1924 election the ratio may draw their own conclusions.
between
Coolidge
and
Davis
was
about
“
The
present
huge
polling
list
is
the
day
evening.
after
a
brief
illness
at
the
ripe
age
all over the East next Tuesday there
6l£ to 1.
Several of our teachers attended of 88. Both she and her husband
work of a number of years, founded
Vill be many Republicans marking a
Likewise in Chicago, where all the originally on the telephone books of the convention at Bangor.
were native of Union. She was the
•
^cross in the square over the Demo registered voters were asked to re all parts of the country, expanded,
The Nazarine Church was dedicat daughter of Dr. Nathan Bachelder.
^cratic electors’ names, either as a spond for their favorite candidate with the elimination of duplications, ed last Sunday and notwithstanding an old-time physician of that town.
protest, or because they believe Gov. Hoover is leading Smith by 99,916 to by the lists of automobile -owners of the inclement weather a fairly good The funeral services 'Oct. 28 were
71,810, a ratio of about 10 to 7, while the country, and, in many places, by sized company attended the services conducted by Rev. E. J. Webber, who
^Smith’s election will be the opening
Miss Mary Ware has bought the was her former pastor for six years
four years ago Coolidge received ap registration lists.
wedge to a resumption of the days proximately a 3-to-l return over
“The list of Digest subscribers is Nancy Morse property and will move The large attendance and the abund
’when booze flowed openly through Davis in the regular election returns, not included as a unit, as a good there as soon as necessary repairs ant gifts of flowers attested the ar
dent love and affection of her many
eMain streets instead of being showing a possible heavy Democratic many commentators seem to believe, can he made.
Mrs. Ada Proctor of Appleton vis neighbors and friends.
when crediting the whole polling list
ROCKUAND — MAINE
^smuggled by hook and crook through trend in the larger cities.
The poll indicates Hoover leading with a ‘highbrow' tendency, and a ited friends here last week.
Mrs. Robbins is survived by two
•the back streets. While the Republi in New York State with a plurality
Mrs. Abbie Burgess is the happ? daughters, Mrs. Myrtie E. Judkins
companion tendency to minimize the
’cans are foreswearing their party al of 218,920 to 185,659 votes with all the Democratic strength by from 5 to 10 owner of a beautiful parrot.
of Union and Mrs. Charles J. Morton
The Bessel heirs are having their of Dorchester. Mass., both of whom
legiance temporarily, for this reason returns counted. In New York City, per cent.
were with her in her last illness:
“If there is a last-minute switch in buildings repaired and painted.
'there will be countless Democrats where it is stated every accredited
—------Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ayer were
.1 him to leave school the middle of
•who will vote the Republican ticket voter was asked to vote in this poll. the present election it must be taken called to Boston last week by the and by two grandchildren, greatly
to spend a long period oj years. He.
Smith leads his Republican Aval by into account in considering the validi
beloved by her. Mrs. Marion (Jud
Jbeeause they believe that while the
began at the bottom of ’the ladder. ^iis senior year.
death of a relative.
140.770 to 105,864, while in 1924 Cool ty of the poll.”
kins) Howell, now residing in Lewis
Mr. Benner was a young man of
but showed so much interest and
Mrs. George Sherman of Rockland ton, and Adelbert R. Morton of New
Enforcement of the prohibitory law
ability in the work that two years much promise enjoyed the confidence
visited
friends
here
Tuesday.
^ias many loopholes that it is prefer
York City.
,
later he had become manager of the of a large circle of friends, and was
officers of Mt. Horeb Encamp
Mrs. Robbins was a member of
able to the system which existed in
corporation’s important branch in highly esteemed by all who knew
J. SAMUEL JENKINS
ment. installed by D.D.G.l’. Charles Orient Chapter, Order of the Eastern
Jthe old days when so many persona
this city. His continued success, him. Although unable, because of
S. Human of Vinalhaven with a staff Star. Both she and her husband
^)aid their wages to the bartender in
The city’s leading business inter year after year, broughthim high his illness to engage in athletics, his
of Grand officers Oct. 27 were: Chief were charter members of this chap
patriarch. Arthur B. Farris; high ter. and she was its first Worthy ests were well represented yesterday commendation. He wa> retired on a youth manifested itself in a lively
stead of the business man.
priest, C. H. B. Seliger. senior war Matron and active in the work until at the funeral services of the late pension six years ago, biit the urge interest in all sports until very re
t
* * * *
to be busy was still up.g^ him, and cently. He was brave, self reliant,
den. Alexander Fuller: recording the death of her husband. Early in
* We believe that the Hoover and
scribe. W. A. Bessey; financial life she united with the Baptist James Samuel Jenkins, which took he engaged in the grocery! meat and and patient. His life has -left its
<?urtis ticket will be triumphant next
scribe. A. E. Ames: treasurer. Wil Church of Union and never lost her place at the family residence on provision business with-, his son. imprint upon his home and memory
at the
jTuesday and that the policies of Cal
son Merriam: Junior warden. H. S deep interest in the religious life Myrtle street. Rev. Walter S. Rounds Clarence E. Jenkins, Hr Peabody. of all who knew him. He leaves, bed
Mass. Four years later he disposed sides his parents, five brothers and
vin Coolidge will be continued the ‘
Hills: guide. iN. E. Daniels, 1st W., of her community.
officiating.
Many floral offerings of his interest to his son, hut con four sisters, Ernest, Everett, Milton
F. H. Lenfest: 2d W.. R. M. Carroll;
The friends and acquaintances of told their story of affectionate re
/iext four years. The situation, how- j
3d. W., John Cunningham: inside Mrs. Robbins will always remember gard for the deceased and those tinued to spend the greater part of and Orrin, of Rockland, Alfred noW
Ever, carries complexities that puzzle
4
sentinel. Leander Davis; outside sen her as a woman of rare, unique and whose home has been rendered deso each year in Peabody busying him in New York: Mrs. Hattie Heath/
Edna St. Clair of Rockland: Sadie
Jthe men who have heretofore been
tinel. Clifford Wellman; 1st.
of charming character. Her apprecia late. The bearers were Leroy F. self with the concern’s affairs. •
The demise of “Sarri*’ Jenkins MaeLaughlin of Thomaston and
Jjlassed as expert in their political;
Tent. B. H. Nichols; 2nd G. of Tent. lion of the good, the beautiful and Chase. I. J. Shuman. Arthur W. Mc
marks the passing of a man whose Leola Peaslee of Somerville, Maine.
prognostications.
How many wet.
Z. S. Rrfbhins.
the true was never dulled. Because Curdy, Ernest Keene, R. V. Steven
| Officers of Union Lodge, I.O.O.F.. of her age she knew the world as it son and Arthur Brewster. The in many good qualities will not be for
Republicans will vote for Smith?.
FRED E. HARTFORD
gotten. a mas who made lasting
| installed Oct. 27, hv D.D.G.M.. Per was before the marvellous inventions terment was in Achorn cemetery.
4iow many dry Democrats will vote'
friendships, and a man whom it was
ley D. Perry of Appleton with staff of the present day were thought of.
Mr. Jenkins was horn in New always a pleasure to meet.
Tuesday Oct. 23 death claimed one
Jfor Hoover? How will the women'
of Grand Officers: Noble grand Her span of life included nearly two- Brunswick 69 years ago, but he was
He is survived by his wife, one of Rockport’s best known citizens,
♦vote? What is the significance of
Robert
Farris; vice grand. It. M thirds of the entire period of our only one year old when the family
son—Clarence Jenkins: one daugh Fred JE. Hartford. He was recog*
Casroll: recording secretary. Alvah country's history since the inaugura moved to Jonesport, where his father
‘the tremendous registration through-J
ter—Mina Jenkins of P<jty(and: three nized by all as an honest, industrious
E.
Ames;
financial
secretary.
Ralph
tion
of
President
George
Washing

continued
his
vocation
as
shipbuild

tout the country? If we knew tiie
brothers—Merton of New York, Mer and law abiding eitlzgn, a good
S. Williams: treasurer, Frank H ton. She personally could have seen er. Samuel as a lad of 12 went to
rill of New Haven and Marshall of neighbor, a loving husband and
Answers to these questions we could
Lenfest: warden. John Cunningham: veterans of the Revolutionary War. sea in the capacity of cook, and
Portland: three half-broMiers—Les father, and a •faithful friend. He al
•tell you whether Hoover is going to
conductor.
Z.
S.
Robbins:
R.S.N.G..
It
is
difficult
for
the
children
of
to

made
several
voyages
to
foreign
ports
Send Your Mower in NOW
ter and Frank of Lynn. Mass., and ways had time for a word of en
karry all of the States indicated in
Alexander Fuller: L.S.N.G., John day to visualize the marvellous . at least one of them being to
Henry of New Brunswick, and a couragement but none for a discus
Williamst:
ikS.S..
Leander
Davis
changes
and
events
of
which
she
was
Africa.
He
grew
up
a
seafarer,
but
For
Sharpening
and
Repairs
•the Literary Digest straw vote, or
He
half-sister, Mrs. Georgia Douglas sion of the faults of others.
L S.S.. George Sovr: outside guard. a witness.
These changes and | after his marriage to Choris A. of Portland.
leaves to mourn his lqss. his wife and
^whether a Democratic landslide is
Ready For Delivery In the
Arthur Farris: inside guard. H. 8. events she saw with open eyes and I Cummings of Jonesport he forsook
a son Eugene R. Hartford of New
“in the air,’’ as Qtiv. Smith yesterday
Hills:
chaplin. W. A. Bessey; open mind. She welcomed ail the that method of earning a livelihood
York.
ARTHUR W. BENNER
•claimed. On the face of things it
R.S.V.G. Wilson Merriam r L.S.V.G., new things as they came, without | and went to Sullivan where he m.tnThe funeral was held from the
Clifford Wellman.
regrets for the old. Heli apprecia ■ aged the Sullivan Granite Company
"would seem that the distinguished
Methodist Church, Rev. F. F. Fowle
Storor-Collins
Post
American
Le

tive
vision
ot
things
was
ever
re

On
the
morning
of
Octr
24
Arthur
six
years.
officiating. The floral pieces were
Californian—man of many parts,
ar.d avoid the rush when you need your mower,
gion. held its annual meeting Mon newed by her mental and spiritual
While a resident of Jonesport he W. Benner peacefully dfijarted this many and beautiful, revealing the es
'whose life story outrivals fiction—
day night, and eleeted the following outlook. She loved youth, with its had charge of the mail route between life at the home of hijRiarents at teem in which he was held bv the
•lias the call.
officers: Commander. George H. promise and its hope. She loved tiie Jonesport and Columbia Falls, for a | West Meadows aged 2|fyears. Mr. people. Ralph Wentworth, Walter
No Charge For Storage
Cameron: vice commander, Harold morning, cloudless and beautiful. number of years., making the trip Benner was born in the Fame house Carroll, Edwin Bowers and A. B.
Fossett; adjutant. Maynard A. Lucas; Having done her life's work well, let on horseback in all kinds of weather. in which he died: he was the next Packard acted as pall-bearers.
>cal attorney recalls having s< en
finance officer. Clarence Leonard; us rejoice in the thought, born of
?f prepared many years ago by
Employment in this city then pre- , to the youngest child of Sidney FP.
The tragic circumstances of Mr.
chaplain. Alvah E. Ames: historian, ’ Christian faith, that she has awak- Rented itself and six months later and Nora (Lamb) Benner. He would Hartford’s death have already been
mber of the Knox Countx l»,u,
TEL. 3'iC-W
700 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
TEL. 315-R
Arthur P». Farris: service officer, ened from her last earthly sleep to Mr. Jenkins found himself on the have completed his High School narrated in these columns, and have
sentence of which read
\\ e
132-133
Hadley Prouty; sergeant-at-arms, behold the glories of the Eternal payroll of the Swift Beef Company, course in the local schools in 1924. entitled the family to much sym
'ore contend that the claim is
Edward Alden.
Morning.
,o:d by the Statute of this State.”
with which concern he was destined , but for the illness which compelled pathy.
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DININGS

EXCURSION^
BOSTON
FRIDAY, NOV. 9th

HOOVER, FORTY-TWO STATES

$5 DOWN

• • «

42-Piece Dinner Set

Thanksgiving Special!

BURPEE

FURNITURE CO.

Just Delicious!

CHICKEN DINNERS $1.00

ALL-STATE CAFE
Camden, Maine

Lawnmowers
SPRING

R. B. MAGUNE

Every-Other-Day

\

TALK OF THE TOWN

THE RELIEF FUND

ENDORSES THE HOSPITAL

Writing from Haddonfield, X.
J., sending the Bancroft School's
generous subscription to the
Knox County Hospital recent
campaign. Dr. E. A. Farrington
says:
“We .believe the hospital to
be one erf the most valuable as
sets Rockland possesses for the
benefit of its summer residents
and our only wish is that the
amount we are sending might
be ten times as large.”
This is illustrative of the gen
eral spjrit felt toward the hos
pital by the people who make
up the summer colony of Knox
County.

C0MI4G NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 5—Monthly meeting of City Govern
ment.
• Nov. 6—Presidential election
Nov #—Forty Club's MoMillan meeting at
the Thorndike Hotel.
Nov. i—Rockport—Whist party at Town
hall, benefit Public Library.
Nov. 7—Flrst meeting of Junior Harmony
Club at BPW rooms.
Nov. 8—Woman’s Educational Club picnic
with Mrs. Lena Merrill. Rankin street.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11-15—Education Week.
Nov. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
Nov. 21—Universallst Fair.
Nov. 29—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 29—Baseball dance in Temple hall.
Dec. i—5 a. Burpee Hose Co. annual levee
and ball In Watts hall. Thomaston.
Dec. 12—-Rockport—'Christmas sale and sup
per Ladles' Circle Baptist Church.
Dec. 11-13—Annual meeting of Maine State
Grange.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

The X. A. Burpee Hose Co. will
hold Its 44th annual levee and hall
in Watts hall Thomaston, Dec. 1st.
At Bay View Terrace. Ash Point, a
new cottage for Miss Vittrici Carini
is being completed. Ervin Curtis is
the builder.
Samuel Rogers leaves tonight for
Boston enroute to White River
Junction, Vt., whither he has been
transferred by Swift & Co.

The three Presidential nominees
will be heard on the radio Monday
nlgtht—Hoover and Smith speaking
at 10 o'clock, and Norman Thomas.
Socialist, from 8.30 to 9.
Vernon Studley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. Pearl Studley, Park street.
Is making an excellent recovery
from an appendicitis operation at
Knox Hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. James J. O'Hara are
again occupying their Park street
home, Donald Perry having moved
into the W. A. Glover house on Grove
street, which he recently purchased.
The regular meeting of Miriam Re
bekah Lodge will be -held Tuesday
night, with supper at 6.15 followed by
degree work. Those not solicited are
asked to take sweet food for the sup
per.

Injuries may keep Hall and “Ken"
Wiggin out of the Rockland lineup
this afternoon, but Principal Blalsdell’s school may be counted upon to
give a good account of itself against
Camden High. A substantial bunch
of lusty rooters will follow Coach
Heal and his lads up the track.
Tickets for the High School faculty
play "The Arrival of Kitty,” are
now on sale by all students and
may also be obtained at Chisholm’s
or the Corner Drug Store. All seats
will be checked and the checking may
be done Tuesday and Wednesday,
3.30 to 6.00 at the High School gym
or at Chisholm's store. The play will
be held in the High Schoo! auditorium
Nov. 8-9.

Two contributions are to be
added since the previous report of
the Knox County 'fund for the
relief of the southern hurricane,
the allotted quota of which was
$1325Previously reported .......
$1,609.33
First Baptist Church, Rock
land ..........................................
53.40
A Friend, Thomaston .............
1.00
Total to date ........................ $1,663.73
Victor P. Hall, home from a va
cation visit at Tunk Pond, brings
an emblem of his prowess at golf.

Harold J. I’hilbrook and V. F. Stud
ley have returned from Wytopitlock.
Norman W. Lermond. curator of the and tiie two families are feeding lux
Knox Arboretum, has started on uriously on venison.
his annual migration toward the
South. For the ensuing two months
Special plans for Education Week
he Is to bp at the Museum of Com have been postponed until a later
parative Zqology at Harvard Uni date on account of much sickness
versity. wjtere be serves as assistant among both teachers and pupils.
to the curator and where his exten
sive knowledge and experience are
An attempt to plaster a local barber
highly valued. Thence he goes to shop with Al. Smith posters yester
Florida, on the west coast, where at day aroused the ire of a young lady
Gulfport he makes a winter home, de customer. The Smith booster beat a
voting his days to the collection of retreat, sputtering volubly.
material for the Arboreutum.
The Registration Board added 114
Attractions at the Strand next new names to the rolls in its sessions
week: Monday and Tuesday, Bebe of the past week. The new voters
Daniels in “Take Me Home;” Wed trotted into the sanctum on their own
nesday and Thursday, "Docks of hook, evidently not being of a mind
New York,” starring Geonge Ban to wait four long years before they
croft: Friday and Saturday “The voted for a President.
Show Girl*’ witih Alice White the
Mrs. Fannie Drummond. State sec
popular Broadway star of today. Man
ager Dondis announces that the retary of the Y.C.B., W.C.T.U. of
Strand will very soon be showing Ohio, will be in Knox County tomor
pictures with sound accompaniment. row. speaking at the Rockport Bap
The Vitaphone an-d Monetone equip tist Church at 10.30 and at a union
ment is on its way, half of it already service at the Thomason Methodist
Church at 7 o'clock. On Monday
arrived.
*
evening she will meet a group of
young people at the home of Miss
When the city built the new stretch Alena Young. 100 North Main street.
of cement sidewalk on Lindsey street it
was so proud of the job that it turned
At a special meeting of Ruth May
southward on I'nion street and built hew Tent Tuesday evening. Depart
an equally nice piece of walk opposite ment Inspector Mrs. Savage of Barithe.Public Library. The work was gor made her official visit and spoke
done under the direction of Commis in flattering terms of the work as put
sioner J. S. Gardner, who had already on by this Tent. The floor work came
shown what home talent could do by in for special mention. Next Monday
building that delightful section of evening will be a regular meeting of
cement highway on Camden street. the Tent with supper at 6 o'clock.
The old walk on Lindsey street was not Mrs. Allie Blackington and Mrs. Mabel
built the year of the flood, exactly, but Bowley are to be the housekeepers.
it had fallen into atrocious condition
and anybody walking on it had the
Dick Reed completes his labors as
appearance of having patronized Press Herald correspondent in this
something different than the stuff city Nov. 15, and giving way to ad
they sell at the water office.
mitted wanderlust will start on a tour
of the Southern States. The first
Decorative Mirrors with cut glass stage of his journey will take him to
designs and colored frames are Georgia in an airplane, and from that
brand neW and usually expensive. point he plans to swing around the
Crie's Gift Shop has them on special semi-circle, traveling by whatever
sale today and Monday at $1.19 and mode of transportation that comes
handiest. He has a business proposi
98 cents.—adv.
tion in view in another state—work
The candy table committee of the that he particularly likes, but the na
Universallst fair will hold a rum ture of which is not just now divulged.
mage sale in the church vestry Fri He will be succeeded as Press Herald
day. Nov. 9. at 9 o'clock. Many desir correspondent by Ralph Fowler, a
able winter garments will be on sale, High School graduate who is now at
—adv.
132*134 tending Higgins Classical Institute.
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DESERVED PROMOTIONS

Capt. Ross L. Wilson, late of
the Steamship Kentuckian, who
is spending a fortnight's leave
of absence with relatives in this
city and- Thomaston, has just
■been assigned to the command
of the fine steamship Golden
Star, also owned by the Ameri
can-Hawaiian Steamship Com
pany. His new charge is now
on the Pacific Coast, and thither
Capt. Wilson will proceed by
rail to join her for a voyage
to China, and Japan. Since his
arrival here Capt. Wilson has
been notified by the Xavy De
partment that he has been pro
moted to lieutenant commander
in the U. S. Naval Reserves.
During the World War he
served in foreign waters, and
one of his ships was torpedoed.

The residents of Stanley Lane are
revelling in a greatly needed new
sidewalk, made from crushed rock.

Advices from the Chamber of Com
merce office are to the effect that ail
stores will probably close on Monday ,
for Armistice Day observance.
Aubrey C. Curtis of South Thomas
ton has a position with the State as
hydrotherapist. He spent his vaca
tion on Metinic Island before taking
up his duties.

Deputy Sheriff Ludwick and Lieut.
Cushman of the State Police went
yesterday to Cohasset, Mass., to take
in custody two men who are wanted
for breaks at Glencove.
Radio election returns will be fur
nished at The Courier-Gazette office
next Tuesday night, commencing at
7.15 and continuing as late us anybody
cares to stay. Republicans, Demo
crats and Socialists invited.
T. J. O'Connell who was connected
with the First National Store in
Chisholm block is now proprietor of
the Brokoside store. Pleasant street
at Franklin. He has had many years
experience ill the grocery business.

Civil day in Rockland Municipal
Court has been postponed until
Wednesday on account of the na
tional election. Judge Miller asks
that those who have been summoned
to appear Tuesday will attend Wed
nesday instead.

Notable changes in the Tillson ave
nue sky line have been effected this
week with the raising of the huge
smoke stack of the Underwood fac
tory and the change in color of the gas
reservoir. The stack in question is
150 feet or better and was raised by
special apparatus in the form of a
monstrous derrick.
Nearly 250 members of King Hi
ram's Council, R. & S. M., attended
the meeting in Masonic Temple last
night and saw the degrees worked
upon eight candidates. The goalriders were Walter C. Larrabee.
Donald L. Karl and Harry S. Web
ster of Rockland. Chester Overlook
and William C. Stone of Thomaston,
Harvey Buber of Warren. Aimon
Hall of St. George. -Philip Johnson
of Camden, and Frank W. H. Brel-'
witz of the U.S.S. Kickapoo. Grand
Principal Conductor of the Work, D.
Saunders Patterson of Augusta, who
was making his official visit to the
Council, had none but good words
for the manner in which the officers
and cast conducted their tasks, and
for work of the Patrol and Band.
King Hiram Council seldom does get^
anything ibut praise, and it is richly |
deserved. The Eastern Star folks I
put on one of those suppers which
help make Masonry so popular in
Rockland, and the nucleus of it was
the 60 quarts of baked beans furn
ished by Black & Gay canners, Inc.,
together with a suitable quantity of
brown bread.
These successful
canners are duly proud of their
canned beans and brown bread, and
this year, in addition to that phase
of their industry are planning to
bake beans to order in the big ovens
of their new and model plant in
Thomaston. This will be welcome
news to those who partook of the de
licious samples last night, and to
the general public.

evensong and sermon at St. John
Baptist Church at 7 p. m. Litany
Friday night at 7.30.

• « « •

The Gospel Mission services Sun
day afternoon at 2.30 and Sunday
evening at 7.15 will be conducted by
Herbert Elwell.

WISCASSET COURT

Disposal of Criminal Cases—
Court Adjourns Until Next
Thursday

Marvelous
Dinner Set
Values ...
Monday, only $17.85 for the most beautiful
ner set you ever saw! Fine quality, highly
ware in charming floral spray pattern richly
the kind of dinner set you will want to use
Day. Be early Monday for a set !

100-piece din
glazed dinner
colored. Just
Thanksgiving

$1 Delivers

42-Piece

66-Piece

32-Piece

DINNER SETS

DINNER SETS

DINNER SETS

$9.85

$14.95

$8.95

King Return?”
Pre-Election Sermon

Albion Poor of Boothbay Harbor,
charged with maintaining a common
nuisance, was found guilty by the
SERMONETTE
jury |n
Lincoln County Supreme
Coi^rt yesterday and was given a fine
Can Twj Walk Together Except
of $300 and costs and four months in
They Be Agreed?
jail.
Lawrence Dick and Pearl Seavey
if Gardiner, indicted jointly ofr ille
At Bethany. “He lifted up his
gal transportation of liquor without
hands and blessed them, he was
a federal permit were given suspendparted from them and carried up
ed sentences.
into heaven." So Christ was last
» ♦ * ♦
George Flint of Wiscasset changed
seen of men. lb w fast the cen
Universalist Church services to- , a plea of not guilty of fillegal -manu
turies have sped. We remember morrow will include preaching at
facture of liquor to guilty, and was
lie said “For the son of man is as
10.30 by Rev. C. D. Crane, subject, given a suspended sentence on rcoma man taking a far journey, who
“The Shadow of a Man.” The choir , mendation of County Attorney (Pease
left his house, and gave authority
will sing the anthems “Our Blessed who said there was no evidence of
to his servants, and to every man
Redeemer Ere Me Breathed,” House- !
his work, and commanded the ley, and ''Hear Thou Our Prayer,” i intent to sell illegally.
Joseph Phllbrick of Edgscomb,
porter to watch.”
Morrison. 'Church school will meet II after changing a plea of not guilty of
One of Ills last messages, “I
at 12; .Junior I'nion at 3, leader,!, single sale to guilty, was given a fine
command you, that ye love one
Herbert McIntire; Senior Union at 6 of $100 and costs and two months in
another." Only too well wp kflow
with admission of new members, fol jail.
what is apt to happen when the lowed by a consecration service, i
Indictments brought against Edith
head gf the house or of a business
Stanley Snow, leader.
Eugley and against Lloyd and Mor
is away. Rafael Sabatlni. opening
* * * •
ris Creamer were nol-prossed.
his great work t n Torquemada
Rev. .1. Charles MacDonald, pastor
Physicians appointed by the court
notes. "There is no more lament
of the First Baptist Church, will use to examine William E. Albee of Wis
able lesson to be culled from his
as the subject of his sermon at the casset reported that his condition
tory than her inability to furnish
morning service ‘‘The Lord’s Table.” was slch it would be dangerous to
a single instance of a religion ac
The choir will sing '‘Gloria in Ex- his health to bring him into court.
cepted with unquestioning sin
celsis,” Schilling, and there will be
Jurors were discharged for the
cerity and fervour which did not
a duet by Mr. Constantine and Mr. term and court took a recess until
1 f these very qualities neget intol
Cassens, “What Wilt Thou Have Me next Thursday, when other criminal
erance." It is not for Christians
To Do?” Wolcott. The church school matters will be taken up. There are
to cast a stone at Jews, nor Jews at
will meet at the close of the morn
Christians, nor yet Christians of ing service and the Christian En- also several contested divorce cases
to come before Associate Justice
one sect at Christians of another.
deaver at 6.00 • Shall America's King sturgTs’whoYs'presidlng.
What a sad affair, we his fol
Return? will be the subject ot toe
lowers have made of it during his
pre-election sermon at the evening
One of t'he largest colleges is send
absence. The earth lias been
service at 7.15. There will be i male ing Its football team 10,000 miles this
drenched with blood, hatred,
quartet and the anthem by the choir year. A football player has to get an
misery, poverty and death, so un
will he “Rock of Ages,” Exceil.
education ‘ some
way.—Greenville
called l'or and needless. Neverthe
Piedmont.
less tiie hope of the world today
“How .Was the World Created?”
is for his kingdom to come, and his ' will be the theme of the morning ser
BORN
will be done on eartli as it is in
mon at 10.30 at Pratt Memorial Meth SMALLftY -At Rockland. Oet. 27. to Mr and
heaven.
W. A. II.
odist Episcopal Church; Sunday j Mrs. Anthony Smalley, a son, Donald Rhama.
.school meets at 12 noon; Epworthj
MARRIED
At the Congregational Church to i League at 6 p. m. to discuss the sub- |
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will 1 ject, “The Platform of Jesus.” All i GLIDDEN BISHOP-At Boston. Oct. 20. by
Rev.
Russell
H.
Stafford. Benjamin S. Gild•young
people
cordially
invited
to
at‘
preach on the subject, “The Higher
den and Miss Jane Bishop.
Citizenship.” The Lord’s Supper will • tend and take part in these discusbe administered following the ser 1 sions. Evening service at 7.15 will be
DIED
mon. Church school at noon. The ' devoted to a young people’s topic KEN NON—At Vinalhaven, Nov. 1 James Kenaccording
to
the
program
of
presentnon.
Fellowship League will meet in the
| ing one such topic a month. The ANDREWS—At Vinalhaven. Oct. 31, Mary J.,
vestry at 6 o’clock.
widow of Nison Andrews.
' pastor. Rev. Jesse Kenderdine, will
♦ • * *
GRKBN At West Rockport. Nov. 2. David It
Green of Camden, aged 82 years. 11 months.
First Church of Christ, Scientist, ' preach on the question, “!s There
Funeral In Camden Saturday ut 2 o’clock.
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday 1 Any Harm in Dancing?” Prayer and
morning service at 10.30 o’clock. Bible Study service on Tuesday eve*
IN MEMORIAM
Subject of lesson sermon, “Everlast ing will see the commencement of
In loving memory of Joseph N. Parks who
ing Punishment.” Sunday school at a new study tracing the development passed away Nov. 4. 192".
Twas very hard to part with him,
11.-15. The reading room is located at of the idea of God in the Old Testa
To feel that he must die;
400 Main street, over Daniels’ jewelry ment. Mimeograph outlines will be
And see death’s seal upon his brow
store, and is open each week day from prepared for all who wish to attend,
And in that deep bright eye.
• and the blackboard will be used from
Oh, may we strive to meet him there,
2 to 5 o’clock.
Beyond the bright blue sky,
****
j time to time. The regular W.F.M.S.
(Where pain and sorrow never comes
At .St.. Peter’s Church, Episcopal, meeting, due next Thursday, will be
And loved ones never die.
His wife, Mrs. Ida J. Parks,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services postponed until the following ThuriThomaston.
for tomorrow will be appropriate for day.
Sunday within the Octave of All
CARD OF THANKS
Saints; Holy Communion at St. John
Very often the person who boasts of
We wish to thank all neighbors and friends
Baptist Church, Thomaston, at 8 having no religious prejudice has no for their beautiful floral offerings and kind
of sympathy; also for those who used
o’clock; choral eucharist Sand sermon religion either.—Mesa Journal Trib words
their cars at the funeral.
at 10.30; church school at noon; une.
• Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Benner and family.
Services at * Lltttefleld Memorial I
Church Sunday will be at the usual
hours with sermon at 10.30 by Pas- 1
tor Stuart from the subject “Chris- :
' '
will 1
tian Citizenship." —
The choir
render the anthem "The Shepherd's ;
Psalm," Protheral. The Bible school I
will meet at noon and B.Y.P.U. comes
at 6 o'clock. At the evening service '
at 7.15 Mr. Stuart will speak from !
the subject, "The Ideal Challenge •I
and Power of Christianity."
I

By

Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
at the

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY, EVENING, NOV. 4
at 7.15
GOOD MUSIC
WELCOME

Al. Wilson did not appear in last
night's sparling exhibition as adver
tised. because of a bit of absent
mlndedness which caused him to
crash injo a motor truck while riding
a motorcycle on Park street Thursday
afternoon. Although one of his legs
was quite badly injured he declined
to go to the hospital: in fact he was
able to ride away on the motorcycle.

Now Is the Time
To Have Your

Water Pipes Relaid
AND WIRED OUT

SEWER PIPES REPAIRED

Piping Inside and Out—Digging
Included. Call—

S. E. EATON
Telephone 534-J
132-lt

Now is the Timo
to Put

Vour Aladdin
IN ORDER
OME in and get a folder en
titled, “How to Put Your
Aladdin in Order.” It will
tell you how to make your Aladdin
give better service than ever. It's
yours FREE. We also carry a full
line tf

C

JKoddin.
Mantles. Chimneys and Wicks
Get ready now for the long winter
evenings when you will need the
| pure white light of the Aladdin for
j your indoor work or pleasures.

G. A. TARR
Rockland

234 Main Street
Tel. 614-M

12*3132

NEW HOUSE DRESSES FOR WINTER
Both Long Sleeves and Elbow Sleeves
ALL FEATURED
at a single low price

$

PRINTS
Richer than ever.

NOVELTY
FABRIC8
So very desirable.
Guaranteed Fast Color*

All Sixes
16 to 52#

SHIPYARD ACTIVITY

In Time For
Thanksgiving!

“Shall America’s

Gross Tonnage of 205,820 Now Under
Construction In This Country.

American shipyards were building
or under contract to build 433 steel
vessels of 205.820 gross tons, and 81
wood vess^l^ of 36.188 gross tons
Oct. 1, according to an announcement
made by the Bureau of Navigation.
United States Department of Com
merce.
At the beginning of September,
there were 438 steel vessels of 208.786
gross tons under construction or con
tract, and 71 wood vessels of 25.842
gross tons. This includes all ships
of steel and wood of 100 gross tons
and over under construction or con
tract for private shipowners.
No Maine concerns Were listed
among those building ships.

A vast majority of the Scandina
vian newspapers in the United States
which have declared their preference
of Presidential candidates are favor- 1
Ing Hoover, according to the For- ’
elgn Language Information Service.'
conducting a survey of political
sentiment as reflected in the press
of various languages. Of the 91
newspapers and periodicals published
In this country ‘n the Swedish. Dan, ish and Xorwegian tongues. 26 have
' declared for Hoover, two for Smith
and one for Foster, Workers (Com
munists) party candidate.

You can buy navy blue chinchilla
coats, suede lined and emblem sleeve,
sizes 4, 5 and 6 years at Vesper A.
Leach’s for $5.—adv.
132-133

TRULY
MARVELOUS VALUES

IRTHW

SWilUHD cf tiuV/Ql
HOUSE DRESSES

EVERY WOMAN’S EYE
will immediately see the lovely
texture of the fabrics—the beau
ty of color combinations—the
exquisite stylings—and exceed
ingly outstanding values of
these “Wirthmor” house dresses
—everything about them■ is quite
unusual at our low $1.00 price.

—Monday Only—

FOR RENT
oancnuanauDOoaoooonaaoaacDonoptjunoouaaoonanauwaDUOGo

In Naum Block, 212 Main St.

BURPEE

TWO LARGE STORES

FURNITURE CO.

THREE TENEMENTS

IJOCKI AND
l.-iiQ-i eHXrttltE

—

MAINE

All Modern in Apartment Over
Stores

Copyrighted
Th. L. N. Urou Co.. <Cleveland, Ohio

A "Made-To-Order” Opportunity for Every Miss and Woman

VESPER A. LEACH SPECIALTY STORE

Also THREE-CAR CARACE
Apply On Premises

130*132

366 Main Street, Rockland, Me.

Every-Other-Day
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Clarence E Daniels’ Anniversary Sale
Continues All This Week and Next
ROCKPORT

EDUCATION WEEK

to society. The mastery of tools,
technique and spirit of learning is
an essential but the interpretation of
life lessons and their appreciation is
the heart of modern education.

upon to defend our country in time
of peril. Armistice Day provides op
portunity for lessons in patriotism
and citizinship. On this day mem
bers of the American Legion will
have a place of honor and we shall
not forget the older generation who
took part in the other struggles. It
is interesting to note that the Amer
ican Legion is itself emphasizing the
sentiment o-f peace in the celebration
of this day. No one knows better
than they what strife means and no
class of citizens in this country and
no group of patriots know better the
necessity of a modern world which
can live together in justice, friend
ship and peace.
Faith in education is deeply root
ed in the consciousness of the Amer
ican people and the strength of our
nation rests in its schools.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP MAN
AGEMENT. CIRCULATION, ETC. RE

...THE...

Special attention is called to the
Sunday morning service at the Bap Commencing Next Monday
tist Church. Mrs. Fannie A. Drum
mond an organizer and lecturer of the
a Special Program Will
...TO...
School Opportunity Day, Nov. 6 —
National Woman's Christian Tem
Honor It
Never before in education have the
perance Union will speak at 11.45.
schools sought to determine the in
The choir will render a special selec
The week ol Nov. 5 is to be ob dividual needs and to advance in
tion. Sunday school at 12 with a class
These new low farea will effect a
The gen
for all. Evening service at 7. Praise served as Education Week, spon dividual opportunities.
substantial saving in your travel costs
service with a sermon by the pastor, sored by the American Legion, the eral welfare can be advanced by let
subject. “The Greatest Fact in the Federal Bureau of Education and ting each individual into the type of
From
On* Way Round Trip
World.” Special music for the eve the ?\£tional Education Association. learning and life activities in which
ROCKLAND ............... $4.50
$8.50
The schools naturally take the lead he will contribute most to the home,
ning service will be furnished by a
BAR HARBOR ........... 8.25
15.35
in marking the week by special pro to Miciety and to the state. After all,
mixed quartet. All are welcome.
Rev. and Mrs. J. N. Palmer of Bow grams and the days have been each education must assist in the read
Correspondingly low fares
• justment which is necessary from
doinham. were guests of Miss Marion especially designated as follows;
from other landings
Health Day, Nov. 5.—Only in re-1 time to time on account of invention,
Weidman Wednesday.
discovery
and
new
processes
in
the
Comfortable
staterooms suitable for
cent
years
have
the
schools
concerned
The Pink Tea which was to have
been given next Monday evening themselves in a definite and system life situations.
two persons, each way $2.50 and up
Citizenship Day, Nov. 9.—Devel
under the auspices of the Johnson So atic way with Health Education, (in
Steamer leaves Rockland. Tuesdays. Thurs
this day it will be well for the schools i oping the consciousness of good cit
ciety has been cancelled.
days and Saturdays at 8 P. M. Standard Time.
izenship
comes
through
the
new
ap

Returning haves Boston Mondays, Wednes
Mrs. Ellen Shibles ‘has been the to summarize their progress in health I
RAILROAD EARNINGS
days and Fridays at 5 P. M.
proach
to
the
social
sciences,
geog

guest of Mrs. Cora Mank in Union work and give health drills, health1
raphy.
civics
and
history,
but
this
exercises with games and pageants,
For information and reservations apply Local
this week.
Monthly Statement As To Maine
Ticket Office.
The date of the Christmas sale and keeping in mind better trained bodies does not exclude from the category
Central
and
Boston
4.
Maine
Re

supper which is to be given by the and a more complete knowledge of of citizenship materials the discipli
sults.
Baptist Circle is Wednesday. Dec. 12, the rules of good living. The chil nary qualities of the school. All of!
dren should understand how the the subjects taught and all of the re
afternoon and evening.
The monthly statement of operat
Mrs. Jennie Robarts of Rockland school, the home and the health au quirements for promptness and ing results issued by the Maine Cen
and Myron Robarts of New York were thorities of the community cooper regularity have a tendency to develop tral Railroad, shows that the total
the spirit of obedience to organized
calling on friends in town Thursday. ate to the general good of all.
government and society. Broadmind railway operating revenues for .the
C. Fred Knight who has been quite
Home and School Day, Nov. 6.—If
first three-quarters of 1928 amounted
ill at bis home on West street i& im the schools are not somehow aiding edness. cooperation and service are to $14,517,847. while the surplus after
becoming
more
and
more
the
object

proving.
the child in an appreciation of
charges for the same period totalled To eliminate your
Mrs. F. R. McCullough has closed worthy home membership they still ives of education.
$7 20,983 For September freight rev
her summer home on Sea street and have something to do. The home has
Community Day, Nov 10.—No one enue aggregated $1,105,653 and pass
The Trytohelp Club will be enter- the first claim upon the child. The in modern life ever gets through go enger revenue $294,530 which largely Take Buxton’s Rheumatic Specific. Try it.
returned today to Roxbury. Mass,
©TMl IhTtRNATlONAk SYNOICATC.
school is the cooperating agency. It ing to school in some form. Knowl made up the total railway operating You will not regret it. For sale at all leading
tained next Monday evening at the should assist in dignifying the home edge and education today are pro revenues for the month which to drug stores. Let us send you a booklet. THE
HORIZONTAL <Lont.)
BUXTON RHEUMATIC MEDICINE CO.. Abbot
HORIZONTAL
von i ICAL iCont.)
home of Mrs. May King in Camden.
and building an appreciation of con gressive and he who would achieve talled $1,571,684.
These revenues Village. Maine.
1-Stops
45-Retaln
13-Woody plants
The inspection of Harbor Light sistency and habit of home member even a moderate success in life must produced a surplus after charges of
7-Swlft
16- High card (pi.)
47- R epeat
Chapter. O.E.S.. will be held next ship. By helping children to estab be willing to study. On this day $42,257.
17- M inerals
11- A locomotive
48- Household
Tuesday evening. The inspecting lish right attitudes and good habits evening schools and classes. Ameri
•♦♦•
12- Mature*
Implement
21-Aids
officer will be Mrs. Florence Gardiner, in the home lays the fullest measure canization. reduction of illiteracy, j
14- Melee
49- Man's name (short) 23-Edges
The
Boston
and
Maine Railroad in
of Thomaston, district deputy grand of consistency, of home responsibility citizenship studies, library service,
(25-Scream
15- A fluid
50- 9cent
September earned a net income of
matron. An invitation has been ex and good citizenship.
lectures,
entertainments
and
church
128-Pennles
17-ConJunction
52- Extinct bird
$655,018, which compares with $714.tended to Seaside Chapter of Camden
programs- should come in for atten- .
Farms, City Homes,
53- Row
29-ln place of
Know Your School Day, Nov. 7.—
18- Urge
304 in the same month of 1927.-With
to be present on that evening. Supper 1
tion.
Adult
education
is
a
movement
,
54- A kind of terrapin
31-A bird
The activities of this day should cen
19- Rellglous class
a decrease in freight revenues of
will be served at 6.30.
to
be
perfected
in
the
future.
Even
!33-Replace
20- A weed
56- Host
Cottages, House
A special meeting of the Johnson ter around the school. If the school persons who graduate from college $136,078 and in passenger revenues
35- Bedy of water (pi.)
22-Exlst
57- T ruthful
Society was held Wednesday evening can show the parents how children should continue their reading and of $119,311, total operating revenues
36— Angered
24-Depend upon
VERTICAL
at the home of Miss Marion Weidman. collect information, necessary to ac study making the great enterprises of showed a falling off of $296,056.
and Cottage Lots
26- lnsect
' 37-Judge
Operating expenses showed a de
1- Breakfast food
Guests of the occasion were Rev. and curate judgment and to good think the world easily available to all cit
39- Wears away
27- Part of a coat
ing
it
will
have
accomplished
a
crease
as
against
September.
1927.
2- Puzzle
Mrs. J. K. Palmer of Bowdoinham.
izens in both country and city dis
40- Rumor
30-Prophetess
of '$1*66.911. with increases in main
3- Exclted
At the Methodist Church Sunday worthy purpose. The school today is tricts.
43—Cut
32-Turkish official
vastly
different
from
the
school
of
tenance of way expenses, largely due
4- To rest
morning at 10.30 the pastor. Rev. F.
|46-Two
34-Slit
38 CHESTNUT ST. ROCKLAND
Armistice Day, Nov. 11.—Never in to the Boston and Maine’s heavy im
5- Half an
F. Fowle will speak on “The Meaning yesterday. Mere book learning is of
;43-^tyle
35- Flaxseed
little value unless it enables the pos our history may we forget the duties provement program, more than offset
5-Draln pipe
of
Citizenship."
Sunday
school
and
Telephone 723-M
51- Color
88-The defeated one
sessor to more completely fit into life of patriotism and heroism of our sons by decreases in ’maintenance of
7- Annoylng noises
evening service as usual.
84Stf
52- Noise
41- Part of a circle
situations with benefit to himself and and daughters who have been called equipment and of transportation.
8- Grow old
The Library Bridge Party
63-Preposition
42- Employ*
9- Sauey
With Rockport's Library Building
55-Sehold
10-Exists
44-Mueleal note
Fund as its beneficiary a large public
bridge party is to be given in Town,
°lZII1d snoiAajj 0} uoqnios
hall Nov. 7 with Mrs. E. O. Patterson
SPRUCE HEAD
and Mrs. H. F. Mann in charge assist
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Russell and
daughter Mary drove through Mon ed by an enthusiastic group of towns
people. The newly remodeled and
day to West Barnet. Vt.. where they
painted town house lends itself admir
will spend the winter.
ably to such a party with ample space
Mrs. Clara Snow has returned horn?
and modern conveniences. Tables
—if you can’t attend,
from New Hampshire where she has ;
may be reserved and there will be
been the guest ol friends and relatives. tables for those not wishing to make
Friends of E. V. Shea are glad to reservations. Beautiful prizes will be
mail in your order
hear lie is recovering tine from his re
given, one to each table. There will
cent operation at Knox Hospital.
be a hostess for each five tables and a
Enos Piper has sold out his business ‘
bevy of Rockport young ladies will
here to Camden parties and left
sell home-made candy. Refresh
Thursday for his home in North ments will be served.
Haven. The trip was made in Nor
man Drinkwater's motor boat accom
The installation of St. Paul's Lodge,
panied by L. B. Godfrey and Robert
Rockport, has been postponed to
Burch.
Xov. 9.
132-133
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Simmons and,
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Drinkwater at
WARREN
tended the movies in Rockland Wed- j
THE REMEMBERED GIFT
“Peace" is the topic for the mid
nesday evening.
Miss Lillian Rowell of South Thom- ' week service at the Baptist Church
'‘llenicmber it? I should say I do!"
1
WEEKLY
The big man's face beamed with i3ton has been a recent guest of her Wednesday evening.
Miss Mary Kalloch will entertain
sister Mrs. M. F. Post.
happy recollection.
An enjoyable Halloween party was the'members of the Baptist Mission
Someone li.nl. In more or less of a f.eld in Community hall Wednesday ary Society next Tuesday at her
business way. spoken of The Youth's •vening by pupils of the Village i home in an all-day’ session. Dinner
Companion. And just the mention ol school and .the Bassick school. A will be served and in the afternoon
splendid program was given, games three puffs will be knotted to send to
its name—so far as business was con were played and refreshments served. Porto Rico.
cerned-broke up that meeting. But J he children were masked and dressed
Mrs. Marshall Purrington and son
what fun those busy men had swap in appropriate Halloween attire, add Harold of Portland were guests
ping recollections of the days when ing much to the pleasure of the eve Wednesday of Rev. and Mrs. H. M.
ning. Characters: Halloween. Ralph Purrington.
the arrival of The Youth's Companion ’olby; The Ghost of a Flower, Robert
Maurice W’atts, Edward Davis and
Was the high spot of the w hole week
immons; Halloween Witches. Marie William Ring left Friday for north
Karo, indeed are the pleasures that Allard: kiltie Pumpkin Faces, Lila ern Maine on a gunning trip.
we remember so warmly over half a Thompson: Five Little Pumpkins—i
High School Notes
century of years. Hut The Youth's five boys. Kenneth I)., Joseph G., Clin- ' *Warren High School this year Is
Companion is still among them.
.on S.. Paul V., Edgar Post; Hal to have an honor roll. Any pupil
Isn't there some boy or girl whom loween. Vernon Simmons; What We who has an average of 85 per cent in
you would like to make happy with Saw on Halloween, David Post; A all of his studies will be mentioned
a gift subscription?
lack o’ Lantern. Gordon Simmons; on it. The roll is made up once a
In its new enlarged and improved •ohnny and the Pumpkin. Joseph God month ami only pupils who have
form as a monthly magazine. The frey; A Small Girls Halloween Charm, tried can get their name on. It will
Companion h is mure to offer its Gertrude Simmons; Ten Little Pump inspire the pupils to do their best
young readers than ever before—a kins. Vincent Carr; A Halloween Mis and help Warren High School to
In The New
full hook-length novel complete in take, Donald York; The Jack o‘ Lant have a higher standard.
Brown fin's’i
each issue; short stories and serials ern Twins, Sylvia Post; Goblins, Gor
'Committees for the publication of
so thrilling they will never even sus don Simmons; Old Mr. Ghost, Carl the 1929 edition of the Warren Alepect them of being a "good influence" Godfrey: A short play, “The Sur wife are being chosen, and plans are
or the “right kind of reading"— prise:'' Bool Richard Monroe; Smil in progress to make the coming issue
articles by outstanding men and wo ing, Alice Rackliff yThe Voodoo Bogey the biggest and best ever. Present
men that will lire their young am Boo. Marion flack lift; A. Tragedy. plans indicate that it will be three
bition—comments on current affairs— Norma Monroe; The Rabbit. Celia I times as large as last year.
puzzles, poems, guides to the best in Snowdeal; Warning. Elsie Rackliff:
Harrison C. Lyceth, Commissioner
Imoks and moving pictures—special Halloween Guess. Mabel Monroe; j of Education of the Secondary
departments for both boys and girls Marching With the Band. Dorothy Schools, State Department, of Au
covering their own favorite activities. Rackliff:: Suppose, Russell Snow- gusta was a visitor at Warren High
You may give some boy or girl a deal; Halloween of the Dead, Doris School Tuesday.
Tlie students of Warren High
truly line gift by accepting the follow Snowdeal.
School are much interested in the
ing offer:
play which the Seniors are working
Old
1. The Youth's Companion. 12 big
ROCKVILLE
on. Committees have been appoint
monthly numbers, and
Miss
Mabel
Oxton
is
nursing
in
ed and everyone has some part in the
2. Two extra numbers to new' sub
Here is a value that will crowd posts. , A deeply tuft*'’ -uni
show. The date has not yet been set
scribers ordering within 30 days, Rockland.
Ernest
Perry
is
in
Lewiston
for
a
but it is hoped to produce it before
and
few days.
our store! When have you ever tary mattress made for years of
Christmas and with the loyal aid of
3. A copy of "WE" in 12 colors,
Mr. and Mrs. Wade have moved the teachers and Mrs. Vinal it is
framing size 18x24 inches. All
to Northport.
seen such a remarkable bed out comfort and a durable link
sure to be a success.
for only J2.
Mr. and Mrs. Bionkie of Natick,
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION
fit value advertised?
An alMass., spent the weekend with her
S. N. Dept., Boston. Mass.
z
spring.
If you anticipate the
SHIP YOUR
parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Clough.
most unbelievably low price for
The teacher IMrs. Whalen gave a
BUILD WIDER HIGHWAYS
slightest need for a bed outfit,
Halloween party at the schoolhouse
a handsome outfit that includes
Wednesday evening. She was assist
The trend in highway building Is
ed in receiving by a ghost (Mrs.
by all means place your order
toward wider pavements in all centers Ella Siminett) and many of the pu
LIVE AND DRESSED
a roomy steel bed with steel
and territories where traffic is apt to pils were so nicely made up it wa.s
POULTRY
cane panel at head and foot— for this great bargain. .We pay
be heavy and congested. Tlie Ameri hard to tell who wa.s who. One spe
can Automobile Association has ap cial character was a subject dressed
heavy fillers and continuous freight on amounts over $25.
in black and carrying a broom and
pointed a committee with the object who would occasionally sweep the
of furthering this plan, using the floor. Many were puzzled to tell who
slogan that "Wider Highways are it was, but some finally guessed cor
COMMISSION MERCHANTS
Safer Highways.” Under existing rectly and it proved to be Brainard
47-53 NORTH MARKET ST.
37-42 MERCHANTS ROW
conditions, trucks and oilier slow- Thurston. Many witty stunts were
BOSTON, MASS.
moving vehicles on highways delay tried by old as well as young and
many miles of ears capable of greater prizes were given. Corn cakes, candy
One of the oldest established
speed, that are unable to pass because and apples were served.
Commission Houses in Boston
of th© narrow roadways. The fai t
Mrs. F. W. Robbins spent a few
that a car wishing to pass must turn days in Boston recently.
Prompt Returns
out into the path of oncoming ve
hicles is the cause of a large propor
Although a woman is a natural
WEEKLY MARKET REPORTS
tion of serious and fatal motor acci bargain hunter. s>he does not care to
MAILED UPON REQUEST
dents. This is a condition that is be marry a man in reduced circum
. 120S156
ing changed in many progressive lo stances,
FURNITURE COMPANY
MAIN
THE FRIENDLY STORE
---1
’
calities.

QUIRE!) BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF

Lowest Fares

AUGUST 24. L'12. OF THE ( OUIUERGAZETTE. PUBLLSHHD EVERY TUES
DAY. THURSDAY AND SATURDAY. AT
ROCKLAND, MAINE, FOR OCTOBER 1.

BOSTON

State of Maine, County of Knox, SS.
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally ap
peared F. A. Winslow, who. having been duly
sworn according to law. deposes and says that
he is the Associate Editor of The Courier-Ga
zette, and that the following Is. to the best of
Ills knowledge and belief, a true statement of
the ownership, management, the circulation,
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
date shown hi the above caption, required
by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied iu
section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations.
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, associate editor and busi
ness managers are: Publisher, The CourierGazette: Editor, W. 0. Fuller: Associate Edi
tor, F. A. Winslow, all of Rockland, Me
i2. That the owners are The Courier-Ga
zette, and (stockholders owning, or holding
1 per cent or more of the total amount of
stock) W. 0. Fuller, Est. A. H. Jones, Kath
leen S Fuller. Caroline F. Jones. F. A.
Winslow, N. 8. Perry. H G. Cole. 0 F. Hflls,
J. M. Richardson, all of Rockland. Me
3 That the known bondholders, mortgtgees. and other security holders, owning or
holding 1 percent or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages or other securities are:
(There are none.)
4 That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stock
holders, and security holders. If any, con
tain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the
books of the company, but also, in cases
where tlie stockholder or security holder
appears upon file books of the company
as trustee or in any other fiduciary rela
tion, the name of the person or coqidration for whom such trustee Is acting, is
given: also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circum
stances and conditions under which stock
holders and security holders who do not
appear upon the books of the company as
trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner; and this affiant has no reason to
believe that any other person, association,
or corporation has any Interest direct or
indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other
securities than as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies
of each issue of this publication sold or
distributed, through the mails or otherwise,
to paid subscribers during the six months
preceding the date shown above is 6169.
(This Information is required from daily
publications only, but Tlie Courier-Gazette
waives the exemption.)
F. A. WINSLOW.
Associate Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
thirty-first day of October. 1928.
FRANK B MILLER
Notary Public.
(My commission expires Sept. 13, 1930).

IMB.

EASTERN
steamship lines

RHEUMATISM

REAL ESTATE

EARLE LUDWICK

Bed OutSit—Feature

VINALHAVEN < ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Vinalhaven, North Haven. Stoniagtea and
Swan's Island
FALL ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to Chage Without Notice)
IN EFFECT OCT. 1. 1928

I

DAILY, SUNDAY EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven at 8 A. M., ar
riving at Rockland at 9.30 A. M., returning
leaves Rockland at 2 P. M., due to arrive at
Vinalhaven about 3.30.
j STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAN0 LINF

I

Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
Sundays at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6.30,
North Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
8.4ft A. M.
Return—Leaves Rocklaud at 1.30 P. M.,
North Haven at 2.3ft, Stonington at 3 40: due
to arrive at Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON.
General Ageut.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland rot

Augusta,t8.00a.m.,t2.20p.m , f 2.40p.m., t.5 50p.m.
Bangor, f8.00a. ni , to.50 p. in.
Boston, fS.OO a. m., |2.20 p. m., |2.4O p. m..
to.50 p. iu.
Brunswick, |8.00 a. m., f2.20 p. m., J2.4O p. m ,
t«».5O p. in.
Lewiston, fS.OO a. m , f2.2O p. m , §2.40 p. m.
New York, f2.20 p. m.. |2. 4O p. ni.
Portland, t8.00 a. m., f2.2O p. in., 12.40 p. m
15.50 p. m.
Waterville. f8.00 a m., |2.2O p. in., |2.40 p. m .
15.50 p. ni.
t Daily, except Sunday.
j Sunday only.

Delivers
One

DR. BLAKE B. ANNI8
Chiropractor
111 Limerock Strei
(Corner Lincoln)
ICHmoc Lady in attendanc
Phone 1163
Pa inlet* Syetem
of Adjusting

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dental X-ltay and Diagnotlt
Office Houra: 9 to 12—1 to ■
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Tai. 1020
«07 MAIN ST.__________ROCKLAND

Famous Simmon’s

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist

Steel Bed

9 to II—1 to I

WO Ma in Si.
noenland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tai. 831-M
Office Houra—
Rvenince by Appointment

Mattress and Spring

" DR. E. L SCARLOTT

50

Order Yours Now Before
The Supply Is Sold!

VEAL, PIGS,

N. E. HOLLIS & CO.

283

ST., ROCKLAND

(Successor to Dr. T. L. llcBeatk)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 138
35 Limerock St.
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
n.tenpathT

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
395 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M
7»-tf

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Houra: 1 to 3 and 7 to I P. M
i
Residence until 9 A. M., and by

Appointment.

Telephone 114

THOMASTON. ME.

I

For a Cold or Cough

GRIP

Keep th* bowels open and taka

BROWN’S RELIEF
on rising nnd retiring
Norway Medicine Co.

CHICHESTER
S PILLS
_ THE DIAMOND BRAND. ik
Hllto la Red and Uold metalllcY
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.'

[OND BRAN____ _
years known as Best. Safest. Always B
Rellabl
_____

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWNER

Every-Other-Day
TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS

In the Oct. 23 issue of The Courier- •
Gazette was an article entitled "After
Many Years.' beins.Jhe experience of
a Galveston. Texas lady on visiting
her native village from which she de
parted 40 years before. It took me some
time to get that njones family prop
erly placed. As I taught school in
that part of St. IloQrge then known
as Gabbletown. iiMfere (all and winter
of 1884-85 I she^Jfl know the Jones
family, but Henry is the only one I can
recall. Strange how a family will all
leave their native place and become
almost forgotten. '
Jan. 3. 1X78. AK&ooner Frederick
Fish of St. George, Capt. James H.
(Hi) Davis, master, was lost on Horse
Shoe Shoal. Xantucket. George K.
Davis the mate i*cd from exposure.
If memory serves me right Henry
Jones was of the crew. The captain
and mate were’ bpth members of
Eureka L< (lge of .Masons, Tenant's
Harbor. I find by the records that
Henry G. Jones became a member
July 11, 1881.
ov
According to the “History of the
Town of St. George.” there was no
person named JfftfeA receiving mail
at the Tenant’s Harbor postofiice in
Xovemlier 1892. J was surprised at
that. Although niy brother Will and
myself had been dU’ay from home for
i many years our names appear on that
list. How we do.gQt scattered over
' the country. I think there are two
other Tenant’s Harbor boys in Gal
veston—Will anjf. Bert Simmons.
The former is also a retired pilot.
Forty years bring many changes in
one’s native place.

niGESTS
U as easily as
milk—
Rich in Vitamins

Scott’s Emulsion
I Cod-liver Oil
That’s

Pleasant
To Take

BELL BOYS’ CONSPIRACY

A Boston newspaper tells the story
of a bell boy in a Maine summer ho»tel, who worked hand-in-glove with
two other bell boys on the night
shift. -One guest was easy picking
for he Invariabiy tipped with one
dollar bills no matter what the char
acter of the service. It was the last
of the season and the guest phoned
down for steam heat. The bell-boy
went up and found only two sections
ot the radiator warm. Me tinkered
with it. tightened it and took the
proffered dollar.
Downstairs he
conferred with bell-boy Xo. 2:
“That dollar guy'll be ringing in a
ccuple (ff minutes. I turned his ra
diator off altogether.” Several min
utes later bellboy Xo. 2 was up He
tinkered some more, turned on the |
original two sections received his
dcllar and went down. Pretty soon
the third summons came. The third
bell-boy went up. He took some
tools with him and put on a great J
plumbing show. This time the heat 1
was turned on full blast. It cost the
guest three dollars and a long wait,
but up till the time the Boston paper
let it out. the guest didn’t know how
the three bellboys conspired agaipst
him.

New Face
’ Powder Popular
MELLO-GLO is a wonderful new
shade—youth color.
Perspiration
hardly effects it and it will not leave
the skin dry and drawn. Try this
new French Process Face Powder
and enjoy its marvelous beautifying
qualities. Sticks well, stays « n long
er and does not clog the pores. You
will surely love MELLO-GLO. C*»r- •
ner Durg Store and a 1 other good
stores.

“Well, some are in ape diurehyard laid.
Some sleep beueatKtlic sea.”

There are not mOiv left to greet you
on your visit.
Boze.
WHERE IS THE SUWANNEE
RIVER

The Suwannee ffter has its source
in southern Georgh^and flows through
Okefenokce swain p and part of
Florida into the Crulf of Mexico. The
name is widely ’known because of
Stephen Collins - Foster's famous
song entitled “Swahftee River.” In its
fifth report published in 1921, the
United States Ideographic Board
states that “Suwannee.” not “Suwa
nee.” is the correct spelling of this
word when it refets to th“ river and
the county and town in Florida, al
though “Suwanee,” is correct when it
refers to a village in Georgia. The
Bureau of American Ethnology sup
poses “Suwannee" to be derived from
“Suwa’ni," a Creek Indian word of
uncertain meaning^ A village by this
name situated on the right bank of the
Suwannee river in Lafayette County,
Fla., was destroyed during the Semino’e war of 181X. The site is now oc
cupied by Old Town. In 1822 it was
called Old Suwany Town in a report
io the secretary of war.—The Path
finder.

CLARION’S
POPULARITY
Is the result of Quality
The story of Clarion
quality has been told
for more than three
generations and today
Clarion Ranges and
Furnaces are better
than ever.
Ask

any Clarion user.

Wood & Bishop Co.
Established 1839
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BANGOR, MAINE

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO., ROCKLAND
A. T. NORWOOD, WARREN

*

BIRD’S ROOFS

BEAR WAS SCARED

I

But Needn’t Have Worried Where Smith Places His De
About Chinny’s Aim, Ap
pendence On the “Wet"
parently
Strength
Union, Oct 31.
Editor ot The Courier-Gazette: —
Are there any bears in the Wytopitlock Lake region? A-k Leslie Heath,
commonly known as “Chinny,? popu
lar garage man of South Hope, who
with his brother, Albert. Maynard H.
Bowley and A. .1. Clark, just- returned
frojn their third annual hunting trip in
Reed and Glenwood plantations. On
each occasion "Chinny" lias had tiic
thrill of seeing if not killing, one of
these elusive "critters."
His first glimpse of one was in 1926
in an old orchard at Glenwood. In
eariy*dusk one rose erect before the
Heath brothers who were too sur
prised to shoot, thinking it might he
Clark, their companion, who was also

The territory in which Gov. Smith
If making his (final drive, writes
Mark Sullivan, consists of seven
doubtful Eastern states and Pennsyl
vania.
I ennsylvania can be dismissea.
Xo well-informed leader,
Democratic or Republican, and no re
sponsible observer, has any serious
thought of 1‘ennsylvania going Pher
than heavily Republican as usual.
The two big Pennsylvania eitdes.
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, could go
Democratic, though they will not do
so. and under tlm present conditions
the rural vote would still hold
Pennsylvania safely Republican as
ever. Gov. Smith’s speech in Penn
sylvania is justified by the fact that
geographically, and for radio pur
poses. Philadelphia is as effective a
stage as any other point in the East.
hunting.
Putting aside Pennsylvania, the
“Chinny" says now that if he had seven states composing Smith’s im
been sure it was Clark, he would have mediate battle-ground are Delaware,
fired once anyway. In 1927 "Chinny" with 3 electoral votes Maryland with
and Bowley ran onto a very large hear 8, Xew Jersey with 14. Xew York
which "Chinny" promptly fired at, with 45. Connecticut with 7, Massa
then, grabbing his 12-ineh hunting chusetts with lfc and Rhode Island
knife, pursued the ferocious beast with 5. The aggregate of electoral
into a d----- , damp, dank, dark, dis votes in these seven doubtful east
mal cedar swamp, where both the ern states is exactly 100 out of the
bear and his pursuer were duly and ,, 266 that Smith needs to win. In
promptly lost. This year "Chinny" every add any conception of the cam
has talked bear, dreamed hear and got paign. Smith must get all or nearly
so excited over the matter that he got all of these 100 electoral votes.
102 miles on his trip before discover
• • ••
ing that he had departed without his
Stating it approximately. Smith’s
hunting license, necessitating a re problem is to carry the East with
turn home for same and a new start 100 electoral votes, hold the solid
two days later in a driving rainstorm. South with its 114. and pick up
On his second trip out from camp enough states in the West and on
he was rewarded by the sight of a the border to make up 52 or more.
bear, standing facing him at good
Of the seven eastern doubtful
easy range. And "Chinny" is ordi states the one that has most clearly
narily a very good rifie shot. Xo one crystallized is the smallest. Dela
will ever know just what thoughts ware with three electoral votes.
entered his mind at that moment. Delaware will go Republican heav
But he certainly fired five shots in ily. considering its size. The state,
rapid succession, or concussion, or outside the city of Wilmington, was
whatever word is appropriate in such dry
before
national prohibition
a case.
came.
Two of his companions ran at once
In the present campaign. Delaware
to his assistance. The bear had van women working for Hoover have one
ished.
of the best organizations of either sex
Sadly but slowly his companions in the entire country. Delaware is
led "Chinny" back to the safety of the the home state of Democratic chair
camp.
man Rascob and the du Pont in
Xo one doubts in the least that there terests. with which he is associated.
was a bear there, but he was probably The du Pont interests are powerful
a very scared bear. As tliis occurred in Delaware. The bulk of the du
only a short distance from the camp Pont interests, however are for
the party became very nervous and Yloover. The head of the du Pont
stayed only four days longer.
Company. Lammot du Pont, early
Only one deer was secured, Albert announced for Hoover on the ground
Heath being the lucky hunter.
that prosperity is more important
Plenty of game, but too much rain than prohibition. •
was the verdict of all.
The safne prosperity argument
A Jay See.
weighs all through this prevailing
wet eastern territory as a whole.
Smith’s best chance in the East was
PORT CLYDE
to emphasize his attack on prohi
bition. He has not done so, and in
Warren F. Davis
this territory prosperity and the
This whole community wa^.startled
ind grieved by the sudden death Oct. tariff have come to compose the dom
S of one of its oldest and best re inant iSFue.
Xext to Delaware, the state most
spected citizens. Warren F. Davis.
nearly crystallized is Connecticut,
Mr. Davis had been at church the
with seven electoral votes. Connec
preceding ^Sunday evening and was
ticut is fairly confidently expected to
»ooking unusually well. About 10
be Republican. Important reasons
o’clock Monday morning Rodney
are the imperative necessity of the
Davis, an old friend, with his son Earl,
tariff to Connecticut’s industries and
while fishing nearby noticed Warren’s
the existence of one of the best Re
lobster boat drifting aimlessly with
publican organizations in the coun
no one in sight on board. Immedi
try.
ately overtaking it they found Mr.
• •**
Davis dead, his collapse no doubt
Xext to Delaware and Connecticut,
the result of heart failure which had
the state most confidently expected
overtaken him. bo it appeared, as he
to be Republican is Xew Jersey, with
leaned over to crank the engine.
fourteen electoral votes. There is
Mr. Davis was born in Friendship
in Xew Jersey an old and highly or
:n 1858 and hud resided in Port Clyde ganized Democratic machine, but its
the past 54 years. From 190S to 1918 effectiveness in the present election
he captained a lobster smack for A. C. is neutralized by a legislative inves
McLoon of Rockland. He was one of tigation of its methods. In Presi
the two surviving charter members dential elections. Xew Jersey is
)f K. P. Lodge of Port Clyde and strongly anchored to the Republicans
had been a member of the Advent bv its interest in the tariff. Xew
Christian Church here for 35 years. Jersey did not even go for its own
He was known, respected and loved Democratic candidate, Woodrow Wil
by a host of friends in this part of son in 1916.
Mabie. He leaves especially,to mourn
The largest state in this group is
his loss his devoted wife Mrs. Clara Xew York, with 45 electoral votes.
V. Davis, three children Sydney H. Xew York is literally doubtful.
Davis and Carlos H. Davis of Port
The two States in this group most
71.vde and Mrs. Bessie M. Lermorid of favorable for Smith are Massachu
Thomaston, the oldest daughter Mrs. setts. with 18 electoral votes and
Ethel L. Stanton having died 15 years Rhode Island with five. In both
tgo. There are also eight surviving states the textile industry is import
grandchildren. Funeral services were ant. and that has been for many
icld in the Advent Christian Church months a conspicuous exception to
•ndueted by the pastor. Rev. A. L. prosperity.
Baker assisted by Rev. E. S. Packard.
Religion is important in these
There were many beautiful floral states. It has been important in
•fferings presented by numerous every election for many years. The
riends. Interment wa.s made in the people have become used to it and
Ridge cemetery, MartiQsvilla.*
do not Income as rancorous as else
where. Always in tlie make-up of
■ slater. tickets both parties pay at
tention to racial balance. In the
present state election in Rhode Is
Apply ovei throat and chest
land the Democrats have nominated
—swallow small pieces of—
a French-Canadian Catholic for Gov
ernor and the Republicans have nom
inated one for United States Sen. VapoRub

‘OUGHS

Owr 21 Million Jara Uood Yoarly

You have probably delayed repairing that old
worn-out, weather-beaten roof because you just
didn’t want to go through the trouble of ripping
off the old shingles. You know that it would be a
dirty, messy job, littering up your lawns and garden
plots with splinters, nails and broken shingles.

Here’s good news! You can cover your hopne with
out going through all that unnecessary work. Save
the rime and money you would spend tearing up
tba old shingles. Lay Bird’s Twin Shingles or
Fours right over your present wom-out roof!
Bird’s Twin Shingles, laid over your old shingles, will make
■ durable, weather-proof and waterproof double roof for your
home that will protect you from tain,' snow, and from flying
■parka and embers.

Bird’s Twin Shingles are made by Bird & Son, Inc. (Em.
1795), manufacturers of Bird’s Shingle Design Roll Roofing,
Psroid Roofing, Neponset Black Building Paper i
set Board. There’s a Bird product for every sort <

Mis ors hoadguartarn /or Bird’s iroqfinMi
building papers and wall board.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
433 Main St.
Rockland

Tel. 14

Who’s Who
-and Where?

THE EASTERN DRIVE

ENCOURAGE
MAINE
I
FARMERS •

—

by buying Maine .planted,
.Maine raised, Maine packed
canned goods—

BAXTER’S
FINEST
Peas, Corn

and Beans
This season’s crop, the
FINEST ever, in quality!

Buy By The Case
assorted as desired
It’s Economical!

ator

The destination of the FrenchCanadian portion of the Catholic
voter is looked ppon by both parties
as almost decisive in Massachusetts
and Rhode Island. The Catholic pop
ulation in Massachusetts is 40 per
cent of the whole and in Rhode Is
land 45 per cent of the whole. The
bulk of these are Irish Catholics and
they are expected to vote overwhel
mingly for Smith, though there are
conspicuous exceptions.
.
••••
Betweeb the Irish Catholics and
the French Canadian Catholics there
is a cleavage. In both Massachusetts
and Rhode Island the French-Can
adian Catholics have been in the past
mainly Republicans, to hold the
French-Canadian vote, and by the
Democrats to get it for Smith.
Translations in French of Ku Klux
Kian literature arc used by the Dem
ocrats as campaign material.
Tn all this Eastern group the net
result of voting on religious lines
may tend to favor .Smith. This is
true in the country as a'whole.
!
In the South, where voting against
Smith on account of his church is
most conspicuous, there is not
en,otigh of it to take a single electoral
vote away from him. In the 10 Dem
ocratic Southern states, the religious
argument against Smith, plus his
wetness, plus his Tammany connec
tions. plus Tammany’s past resist
ance to immigration restriction, plus
all the other Southern objections to
Smith combined,, are not enough to
deprive him of more than one or
two comparatively small states, if
that many.
On the other hand, in the large
Eastern states, if Smith, by calling
nltenlion to Ku Klux Kian attacks

Automobile Dealers

Banks and Trust Companies
Contractors and Builders

Dry Goods
Electric Contractors

Fish Dealers
Grocers

Hardware
Hotels

and

When your

600 other classifications

Children Ciy
for It

Castoria is a comfort when Baby
is fretful. No sooner taken than the
little one is at ease. If restless, a
few drops soon bring contentment.
No harm done, for Castoria is a baby
remedy, meant for babies. Perfectly
safe to give the youngest infant;
you have the doctors’ word for that!
It is a vegetable product and you
could use it every day. But it’s in
an ^emergency that Castoria means
most. Some night when constipation
must he relieved—or colic pains—or
other suffering. Never be without it;
some mothers keep an extra bottle,
unopened, to make sure there will
always lie Castoria in the house. It
is effective for older children, too;
read the hook that comes with it.

CASTORi A
upon him. as lie did at Baltimore,
should cause Eastern Catholics to
vote solidly or nearly solidly for him.
he would be formidable. The Cath
olic -population of these sev n states
runs about as follows:
Per Cent
Per Cent
Xew York ....... 29 Maryland ....... 15
Connecticut .... 36 Delaware ....... 15
Xew Jersey .... 26 Massachusetts .40
Rhode Island . 45
Up to date, speaking of this part
of the country but not of the West,
the balance of evidence is that many
of such Catholics as in the past have,
been Republican tend to remain with
that party.

VINALHAVEN
M»% Sidney Winslow, is convales
cing at Knox 'Hospital, where she re
cently underwent-aeration for
appendicitis. Mr. Winslow returned
from Rockland Wednesday.
Edward Smith and family are to
occupy Mrs. Eva Smith’s house on
Carver street extension.
The large plate glass window be
ing set Thursday at the A. & P.
store attracted much attention frtm
the pftssersby.
Miss Clara Thomas entertained at
bridge Thursday evening. Luncheon
was served, the dining room decora
tions being gold and pink. The
guests were Elizabeth. Lillian and
Ruth Ross, Cora Vinal and Helen
Carlon.
Mrs. Hiram Arey of Rockland is
the guest of (her daughter Mrs.
Ralph Claytor.
Mrs. Fernald Ames, entertained tin’
Xotaman Club Friday evening.
Mrs. Cora Lane Carlon who has
been in Chicago the past four years,
arrived Wednesday. She is the guest
of her sister Mrs. E. R. Graffam at
her home on Lane’s Island.
Mrs. E. M. Hall was hostess to the
Sewing Club Tuesday evening at
her home.
Mrs. Parker Williams has returned
from Knox Hospital where she re
cently underwent an operation for
appendicitis.
Mrs. E. A. Smalley entertained
Thursday at bridge.
Regular meeting of Marguerite
Chapter, O.E.S., will lie held Monday
evening. There will be an entertain
ment and all members are requested
to bring a .picture of themselves
taken in their younger days.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy (’. Peasley cele
brated their wedding anniversary
Wednesday evening by entertaining
members of the Xeedlecraft Club at
a Halloween party.
Lunch was
served and the host and hostess were
made the recipients of a beautiful
gift.
Joseph Doane of Portland was tin*
recent guest of his sister Mrs. Mary
L. Arey.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby and
children Richard and Jane arrived
Thursday from Bangor. Mr. Libbv
has accepted the position of superin
tendent with the Libby-Burehell
Fisheries Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver enter
tained Wednesday a family dinne’
party at which Mrs. Mary Xoves was
included. The occasion was the sec
ond birthday of their little daughtei
Ruth.
Mrs. Bertha Raymond and Miss
Sara Smith left Monday for Boston
whence they sailed Oet. 31 on S. S.
City of St. Louis for Savannah. En
route they visited friends in Portland
Mrs. Raymond and Miss Smith will
motor from Jacksonville . Fla.. t<
Fruitland Park, where they wifi
spend the winter months.
The following party enjoyed Tues
day at Lone Pine cottage at th
Reach: Mrs. Bessie Delano, Mrs.
Tlora Ames, Mrs. Susie. Philbmok
Mrs. Annie Lane, Mrs. Maude Arey
and Mrs. Cad Delano.
Mrs. Austin Calderwood enter
tained the Silent Sisters at her honn
Thursday.

Hoover will be overwhelming^
elected President if the sentiment)
of the Bates College faculty prove a
true weathervane. In a recent poll
of their preferences for the two Xational candidates, it was indicated
that 44 will vote for Hoover, tw
for Smith and two iloubtlul.

*

Problem
A New England manufacturer produces
an article suited to the needs or desires of
New Englanders. It must be sold through
New England jobbers or retailers. How can
he best know them and reach them?

Answer
Look in our New Business Telephone
Directory. It lists over 155,000 Business
subscribers served by the New England
Telephone and Telegraph Company. These
subscribers are arranged by states and class
ified under appropriate business or pro
fessional headings.
*

You can call 20, 50, or 100 of them in a
day. Give your local operator the telephone
number as listed. Hold the receiver at your
ear while connection is made and then —
(Here your personal equation comes in and
completes the anstver.)

New England Telephone
and Telegraph CoKfip^.^y
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Thomas Ashworth and George
Ashworth have moved into the Has
kell house now owned by the Wal
doboro Garage Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Peterson ami
children have returned to Brockton,
Mass.
Benjamin S. Glidden and Miss Jane
Bishop were married Saturday, Get.
20 by the Rev. Russell H. Stafford
of the Old South Church iu Boston.
The groom is a son of E. A. Glidden
and lias many friends in Waldoboro.
Mrs. Lillian Ewell Albee has opened
a lea room called “The Blue Beacon”
in Brookline, Mass. For a number
»f years Mrs. Albee has been dietician
it the Y.W.C.A. in Boston. She is
the sister of W. G. Ewell and is well
known in town.
Miss Sally Waterman of Jefferson
Las been visiting Miss Dorothy Crow
ell.
Mrs. Walter Whitney of Gorham
has been the guest of Mrs. Feed W
Scott.
The Lincoln County
Women’s
Christian Temperance Cnion held an
institute Friday afternoon and eve
ning in the Baptist Church. Mrs.
Fannie Drummond, national organ
izer gave the evening address.
Andrew Kaler and Miss Althea Kaler have gone to Pinehurst, X. C.,
for tlie winter.
Miss Anne Ashworth celebrated her
sixth birthday with a party at her
home. Games were enjoyed during
the afternoon followed h.v dainty re
freshments.
Misses Edith Perry.
Barbara Benner, Shirley Burnes,
Millieent Burnes, Harlan McLain.
G<‘orge Ashworth and (’harles Ash
worth were guests.
The first meeting of the Woman’s
Club took the form of a reception at
l he home of the new president, Mrs.
Harold It. Smith. Tuesday afternoon.
The following delightful program was
enjoyed: Piano solos by Mrs. Louise
Jackson—“At Even Tide,” Lamont,
.Melody." by (’harles Dawes, Vice
President of the United States, “To
ihe Rising Sun,” Torjussen; recita
tion, “Getting Freddy Ready for
Sunday School," Mrs. Sace Weston:
s«ib»s by Mrs. M. Louise Miller—“Only
\ Smile." J. S. Sameeyik: “Bella
Xapoli.” Roseovitz. Mrs. Miller was
in excellent voice and Mrs. Jackson,
whose exceptional talent was beard
for the first time by the club mem
bers. was heartily applauded. Mrs.
Weston, who is always a favorite
contributed a particularly amusing
number showing the trials of a
mother on Sunday morning. Games
if ruagie suitable to Halloween were
played until luncheon was announced.
The guests were ushered into the din
ing room, which was lighted with
candles and made festive with Hal
loween decorations. The menu con
sisted of lvbt'Lvi salad, lioL rolls,

olives, pineapple sherbet, angel cake,
coffee. Mrs. Smith was assisted in
serving by Mrs. Bessie Kuhn and
Mrs. Mabel Mayo. Those present wore
Mrs. Eugenia M. Waltz. Mrs. Emma j
T. Potter, Mrs. Lucy Xishit. Mrs. Ida
Y’iles, Mrs. M. Louise Miller, Mrs.
Phoebe Graves. Mrs. Ruth Megert,
Miss Marcia Blanev, Mrs. Louise
Jackson. Mrs. Ida U. Stahl, Mrs. An
nie Thompson, Miss Marion (’lark.
Mrs. Rena Crowell, Mrs. Bare K.
Weston, Mrs. Ella L. (White, Mrs.
Maude (’. Gay, Mrs. Frances Storer,
Mrs. Kuhn, Mrs . Mayo and Mrs.
Smith. The meeting of next week
will he held with Mrs. Gay on Thurs
day afternoon. the date being changed
on account o( presidential election.

Bowdoin College faculty and stri
dent body stands three to one for
Hoover, easting 326 votes for the
Republican Presidential candidate
against 105 for Smith, according to a
straw vote poll <’ondueted by the
Bowdoin Orient and announced Wed
nesday. Xorman Thomas, the So
cialist candidate, received 10 votes,
while three Bowdoin hoys expressed
their admiration for Will Rogers ,by
throwing three of Hie 100 votes which
the noted humorist has said he ex
pects to receive next Tuesday. With
eight of the 55 members of the fac
ulty still unheard from. Hoover is
favored by 20 and Smith by 13 of
those voting.

The bed was SO comfortable. I asked
my hostess about it and she said it was a

MATTRESS
one of those happy and scientific com
binations of closely coiled springs
and real felt guaranteeing years
of restful slerp.

Every-Other-Day
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Notices of Appointment

HUNTING CONDITIONS GOOD

Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Elmore have This Is the Story From Four of
General Knox Chapter. D.A.R.. will gone to Portland where Mr. Elmore
Maine’s Principal Districts.
meet Monday evening at the home of will enter a hospital for a major op
The Maine Central Railroad C >meration.
Mrs.
Elmore
will
have
an
Mrs. Levi Seavey. This is Knox Me
pany issues the following bulletin for
morial meeting and will be observed . apartment at the Eastland.
hunters:
by every Chapter in the State. Mem- | Rev. and Mrs. Ernest M. Holman
Moosehead Lake region: Deer, bear
have
returned
from
a
visit
in
Wayne.
hers are asked to contribute some'
and partridge plentiful.
Foliage
We have in our shop the most up-to-date equip
Miss
Flora
Wright
is
a
patient
at
item pertaining to Gen. Knox or his
nearly gone. Hunting conditions
Knox
Hospital
for
a
minor
opera

home.
good.
ment with which to do your work. We have tried
The Beta Alpha will meet with Mrs. tion.
Bingham: Deer end be; r very plen
T'.ie next meeting of the Parent- tiful. Foliage gene. Hunting condi
Mabel Achorn, Green street Monday
Teacher Association will he held at tions very good.
mighty hard to make our prices reasonable. In fact,
evening.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will the Y.M.C.A. Tuesday evening at 7.30
V.’ytopitlock: Rear and deer report
and
Miss
Florence
Hale.
State
agent
meet next Wednesday afternoon.
we have put them as low as possible, consistent, of
ed very plentiful. Ground moist,
for rural schools, will he the speaker. hunting conditions good.
Supper served at 6 o’clock.
Raymond Young left Thursday night Music will he furnished by the High
Kennebago region: Deer and bear
course, with the first class workmanship and service.
for New York where he will be in the School orchestra.
reported plentiful. Partridge scarce.
Dor.ald Dodge and family have Hunting conditions good on account
employ of Brown Durrell & Co.
The Baptist Mission Circle will meet closed their summer home and left of light snow. . x
If you will give us a trial, we can convince you that
with Miss M. J. Watts Tuesday after Thursday for Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Curtis of
noon at 2 o'clock. The subject will be
WOULD FLEAD OWN CASE
our price is right and work is good.
Hicksville. X. Y.. are visiting friends
“Africa.”
Louis Hodges and Mrs. Peers have in Camden and Hope.
Benjamin Turner, Serving Life Sen
Mrs. Alice Fuller Pearson has gone
returned from Attleboro. Mass. Mr.
tence At Thomaston, Says Jury
to Belfast where she will spend the
Hodges’ health has improved.
Was Wrong
At the Baptist Church next Sunday winter with her daughter Miss Maude
Benjamin
Turner of Portland, serv
morning the pastor’s text will be from Fuller.
The Rockland High Schoo, footha.l ing life sentence at State prison for
Ex. 15:2.
689 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 837
Miss Helen Studley and Miss team plays Camden High here today murder, in filing a petition for a par
Gladys Doherty entertained two at 2.30 and an exciting game is don, addressed to Warden George A.
Buker.
states
it
is
his
intention
to
tables of bridge at the latter’s home looked for.
131-132
Rev. Marion .1. Bradshaw of Ban present his case to the Governor and
on Gleason street. Halloween favors
and decorations were very much in gor will occupy the pulpit in the Council in person.
Old employes of the Department of
evidence. Honors fell to Mrs. Bertha Congregational Church Sunday.
Mrs. Herbert W. Currier will enter State declare they never heard of perior Court of Cumberland County the jury was in er^or to find him
Hastings and Mrs. Celia Oliver,
in January, 1927, for murder of guilty.
Gift of a pin was presented to Mrs. tain the ladies of the Methodist so such a proposition. Secretary of
State Edgar C. Smith wrote to War Joseph E. Hailen at Falmouth by j--------------------Margarfet Lakeman by hostesses.
ciety Wednesday afternoon.
You’ll notice, howeve*. there his
The Philathea Class met at the den Buker, saying Turner’s petition shooting. He was committed to State
Miss Marian Starrett is able to be
In his petition been no markeddown sab*
figlr
out after a severe illness the effect of Baptist Church parlors last evening. will have to be presented to the Coun prison Sept. 26, 192'
a.erial sJ’nce the Kellog
for pardon be says that according to ma.erial
Kellogg ti^aty was
The Monday Club will meet next cil by someone besides him.
grippe.
-•ne.l.—Duluth Herald.
Turner was convicted in the Su« law and evidence he is not guilty and
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Wilson of Port week with Mrs. Frances Carleton at
I
land are weekend guests of Miss Hor- Rockport.
Dance this evening in the l levetense Wilson.
Mrs. E. P. Starrett and Mrs. R. E. land hall with music by Kirk's orDunn motored to Augusta Thursday.
chestra.
Mrs. Issie Kelley and Clinton Kelley
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Dickons have
and family of Waldoboro are occupy returned from a gunning trip in the
ing one of the tenements in Charles Maine woods and Mrs. Dickens
deer
H. Lovejoy’s house.
brought down
The regular meeting of the Ladies
Douglas Bridges, assistant superin
tendent in the building of the State of the G.A.R. was held last evening.
Mr. anJ Mrs. Tt. J. Knight left
highway returned to Hazardville.
Friday for Daytona Beach. Florida,
Conn.. Friday.
At the Boy Scouts meeting Thurs where they will spend the winter.
Ora K. Brown and .lames A.
day night the regular drill only was
held. Leroy Burton was announced Brown leave Sunday for a hunting
as the tinder of the bag for which the trip in northern Maine.
ES, we’ll send the Philco “Neutrodyne-Plus”
Scouts had been searching two weeks.
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Adams have
Electric Radio to your home on an abso
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith and son closed their summer home in the Bel
lutely free trial! This is your opportunity to
are leaving for Bangor to visit Mrs. fast road and gone to Bangor for the
Smith’s aunt. Mr. Smith is having a winter.
find out, free, just what the Philco will do in the
AV
Mrs. J. G. Hutchins will entertain
vacation from the express oftice.
very spot you intend to use it. Let your family
Mrs. E. T. Long (Esther Kallochl the Friends-In-Council Nov. 20.
and friends hear it — compare it with your
who has been spending several weeks
There will be a meeting of the
neighbor's radio—judge its superior performance
with her parents is expecting to re American Legion Auxiliary next
in tone, distance and selectivity. Then decide!
turn soon to Atlanta. Georgia.
Tuesday evening at 7.30.
E. P. Keating has built a well
The regular meeting of the I nited
If not satisfied, the trial will not cost you a single
planned and thoroughly constructed Order of the Golden Cross was held
penny! No obligation.
henhouse 20x20.
Thursday evening and at 0 o'clock a
The Y.P.S. of C.E. will meet Mon Halloween supper was served.
The Congregational Palish will
day evening at 7 o’clock. It will be
\JEi
consecration meeting and in charge of hold its annual meeting "Wednesday
the president, Philip Newbert.
evening. Supper will be served at
It is expected that the other sec 6 o’clock.
tion of the cement road will be open
“Right will Prevail, hut When,
from Mill River to the Corner by next will he the subject of Rev. F. Ernest
Wednesday.
Smith's address at the Methodist
Mrs. Leila Smalley entertained Church Sunday morning.
friends at a lobster supper and bridge
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will
this week at her home on Knox street. hold a general sale at the vestry
At the Methodist Episcopal Church on Dec. 5.
Sunday morning worship will be at
Mrs. Clarence Fish is enjoying a
‘ncntralyne-pins'
10.30 with sermon by the pastor. Sun vacation from her duties at the Little
day school at 12. Epworth League Flower Shop in Rockland and
service at 6 o’clock. At 7 o’clock a spending a few days with her sister
union service will be held for which Mrs. James Brayshaw in North \\ eyPltilco, both in exquisite furniture models
an interesting program has been pre mouth. Mass.
and in table models IN COLOR, combines
If
you
decide
to
keep
the
Philco,
you
need
not
pared. Mrs. Fannie Drummond of
Miss Etta Merrithew of Pittsfie.d
Neutrodyne quality of tone with a PLUS —
pey cash! Just a small amount down and the
Oberlin. Ohio, a National lecturer for is the guest of Miss Maude M
marvelous distance range, selectivity and
the W.C.T.U. will be the speaker.
balance in easy monthly payments you’ll never
Thorndike.
The Fales Circle Ladies of the G.A.R.
Benjamin C. G. Burkett is spending
volume—a New Discovery! Aerial not essen
even miss
will meet with Mrs. Emerson Watts. a week in Boston and vicinitytial; no batteries, liquids or acids. Philco is
Main street Wednesday evening.
Albert Morse Hooper of New- York
an all-electric A. C. set. Merely attach it to
Mrs. John E. Walker has returned City who spends his summers at Hill
your light socket!
from a week spent in Phippsburg clos Acres, has been in town a few days
ing her house there for the winter.
on business.
Capt. Ross Wilson is at home for a
Mr. and Mrs. -William E. Gill have
short visit. He came on from San returned to Boston after spending a
We will make you
Francisco to which port he had to put few days at ‘Carmonwiil," Lake Me
a very liberal tradeback with his ship badly damaged gunticook.
Don't fail to get full details of our liberal offer.
in allowance for
which had been run into by
We'll gladly send them to you free and without
There will be a meeting of the
your old, out-ofobligation. Just mail coupon below now.
large tank steamer during a dense Farm Bureau next Tuesday. Nov. 6
The Philco Speaker
date radio set.
fog when a short time out from Pan at the Grange hall at 10.30. The sub
Reproduces the entire musi
Francisco. Capt. Wilson worked his ject is “Christmas Suggestions" un
Cash it in and have
cal range—low notes and high
^vessel back into the harbor without der the direction of the household
notes—with complete fidelity.
that Electric lightassistance and was highly commended management leader Mrs. Joseph BagSuperb tonal depth. Improves
socket set you wish
Kindly send me, without obligation, des
by his owners for so doing. Also in ley. Please take picnic lunch.
any radio. In colors.
for!
criptive literature on the Philco Electric Radio,
the official inquiry into the accident
The last entertainment in the
also full details of your Free Trial, Easy Pay
he was exonerated from all blame. Chautauqua course today will l>e
When Capt. Wilson returns to San given by the Floyds—magic, mirth
ment and Trade-In Allowance offer.
Francisco he will take command of and mystery.
a new ship of the American and
Megunticook Grange will hold a fair
Hawaii Steamship Co. He will now Dec. 14-15. A musical program will
Come in, phone or send this coupon and we will
tgame_
sail from San Francisco to ports in the he presented on Friday evening and
tell you the full details of this remarkable offer. |
orient.
Saturday evening a public supper
Even though you do not intend to buy now, come . Adtbt
Eighteen of the clerks from E. B. will be served, followed by dancing
in and see and hear the Philco. No obligation!
Crockett’s store enjoyed a Halloween
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will hold
picnic supper at the home of Mr. and a pie sale at Prince's store (Wed
Mrs. John Tillson Wednesday evening, nesday, Nov. 28. at 110 o'clock.
the occasion being their thirty-seventh
Frank Green of Roslindale, Mass,
wedding anniversary. Mr. and Mrs. is in town, called here by the death
Crockett presented them with a bou of his father. David R. Green. Miquet of chrysanthemums and the Green died at West Rockport where
wedding cake was made by Mrs. Her he had resided for some time. He
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR
bert Fales and decorated by Mrs. was born in Vinalhaven, hut had
643
MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 661
Sherridan Bartlett, Jr. The evening spent the greater part of his life
was passed with games and victrola in Camden.
Besides the son, he
DEALERS
music.
leaves a sister Mrs. Della Ames of
Raynham. Mass. The funeral will
Damariscotta—C. F. Leighton
Camden—Mont Heald
he held in Camden this afternoon at
MATINICUS ROCK
North Haven—Emery Wooster
Thomaston
—
W.
P.
Strong
2 o’clock and interment will he made
Halloween is over again and again
in the Mountain Street cemetery.
Union—Gorden-Lovejoy
Warren—B. L. Davis
the spooks have retired from familiar
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rose who
haunted places. No damage done and
Vinalhaven—Peaslee & Ross
Belfast
—
Donald
S.
Clark
are spending their honeymoon on an
we all came out on top as usual. No
automobile trip, were in Albany and
candy pull, no bobbing after apples,
Syracuse. N. Y. this week. They
but instead a New England boiled
will continue their trip for another
dinner seemed just the thing for a
week, returning to Camden Satur
Halloween party, with squash and
day where they will make their fu
mince meat pies, candy and smokes,
Mrs. F. O. Hilt and Mrs. A. B. Beal ture home.
were hostesses. Just a small family.
CLARK ISLAND
Such is life but all hands were pres
ent—only five this time. Mrs. A. J.
Milton and Herbert Elwell motored
Beal went to the mainland Oct. 30 to Millinocket and Medway last week
M. Beal in Rockland.
s
Wilbur, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
to visit her daughter Miss Eleanor Allan has been ill but is reported as
Last Monday night, Oct. 29. was it recovering.
chilly? No just plain cold. The wind
Mrs. Lillian Hocking was guest of
blew, sea roared and we started up the Mrs. Elizabeth Hocking last week. .
We Are Going To Close Out Our Present Stock of Whippet Cars At the Follow
fires.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fuller of Attle
Lest some one forgets, here’s a re boro, Mass., were guests of Mrs.
ing Prices:
minder—the Matinicus mail boat. Fuller’s mother Mrs. Elizabeth Hock
NOW
Former Price
Capt. Ames started winter schedule ing Monday.
Nov. 2 and will make two trips a
Donald Cameron is able to be again
week, Friday and Tuesday from Rock on his old job at Meehan & Son.
$642.00
land to Matinicus and return.
Mr. and Mrs. Gwen Cha pies have
Wedding bells have been ringing moved into their new home.
down at Beals and smokes have ar
717.00
rived on the Rock. Congratulations
WHEN IN NEW YORK—itrmember
that
you
can
buy
copies
of
The
Courier-Gazette,
to the young couple.

RADIATOR AND BODY WORK

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

EE TRIAL

IN TOUR OWN HOME <<

Y

Qfcfcie

RADIO

Easy Payments
Trade In
Your
Old Radio

Send Coupon

Call or Phone I■j
I

F. W. FARREL CO.

Bargain Prices on
New Whippet Cars

with the home news, at Hotaling’s News
Agency. Broadwav and 43 St.

NEWAGEN
Donald Gray of Jamaica Plain
Mass., 'has been visiting relatives in
this place.
A. H. Reynolds and daughter Eliza- |
beth of Newburyport, Mass., motored i
here Tuesday and were overnight
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Olsen at ;
the Cuckolds Light Station.
Scott Gray of this place and brother
Donald Gray of Jamaica Plain. Mass.,
are on a hunting trip at Jackman.
i
It's a pity that the radio the most
marvelous facility for the transmis
sion of speech, had to come when
nobody had anything to say—G. K.
Chesterton.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm hat
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night 711-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Whippet 4 Coach, fully equipped ...

$595.00

Whippet 4 Sedan, fully equipped ....

645.00

Whippet 6 Coach, fully equipped ...

730.00

818.00

Whippet 6 Sedan, fully equipped ....

795.00

893.00

' This Is Not a Factory Reduction, But Our Own
These cars are brand new. Come in and get a Car at Bargain Prices.

E. O. PhilbrooK
632 MAIN STREET
WILLYS-KNIGHT

Son,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WHIPPET

PLENTY OF SPUNK

‘ »

In Everybody’s Column

Advertisements In
in this
this column
column not
not to
to exexAdvertisements
To all persons interested in either of the SnOWn In Last Night S DOX’ ceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents,
estates hereinafter named :
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents
At a Probate Cqurt held at Rockland, in and
incr Rnnt«s___ RpaI He-Man each for on« time. 10 cents for three tlmes«
ing Douib
ixccii nc iviau g.x wordg |nake * 1Ue
for (lie County of Knox, on the 16th day of
October in the year of our Lord one thousand
I,
Battles
nine hundred and twenty-eight and by ad
journment from day to day from the 16th day
Lost and Found
of said October, the following matters having
Patrons of last night’s sparring
been presented for the action thereupon here
LOST
—
Blach
and tan female hound in the
exhibition got their money’s worth vicinity of Waldoboro.
inafter Indicated it is hereby Ordered :
Notify L. S. BENNER,
That notice thereof be given to all persons before the close of the preliminary , Waldoboro. Me.
131*133
Interested by causing a copy of this order to bout. Ft was a night of scrapping
I/lSD-tPocketbook with sum of money, and
be published three weeks successively In The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published at from start to finish, and left only ' containing owner’s name. If found please
132*lt
Rockland In said County, that they may ap one regret—that the principals of PHONE 605-R.
pear at a Probate Court to he held at said j the main bout were not more even
LOST—Green robe from auto on Lake Ave
Rockland on the 20th day of November A. 1).
Tuesday
evening.
Reward.
D.
E.
CARROLL
1928. at nine o'clock in the forenoon, and he ly matched.
Tel. 452-Y.
131*133
heard thereon if they see cause.
The curtain raiser introduced
LOST—Bar pin set with stones Friday
OSCAU D. GOULD late of Hope, deceased, ' Young Zulu of Newport and Kid
Will and Petition for Probate thereof asking Bride of Sanford, who fought as if night between Pleasant St. and Masonic
Temple or in the Temple. Reward. ETTA H.
that Letters Testamentary be issued to Liftll- |
lus E. Gould of Lincolnville, he being the the fate of next Tuesday’s election SANBORN. 80 Pleasant St. Tel. 903-W.
130-132
Zulu looked in the
Executor named in said will, he first giving i was at stake.
FOUND—Collie, tan and white, at Ingra
bond.
lirst round as if his minutes were
ham
Hill.
MRS.
HERMAN
PAYSON,
Head
of
BESSIE .1. Y0UN(e late of Thomaston, de- II numbered, but he made a splendid
the Bay, Rockland.
131-133
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
comeback,
and
nothing
but
Charlie
asking that Letters Testamentary be issued
to Harry R. Young of Thomaston, lie being the Mitchell’s ice cream bell saved him.
Executor named in said will without bond.
Wanted
| The Sanford lad was knocked down
EMMA .1. HANSELL late of ThomastWn, de six tunes in the fourth «and last
WANTED—Woman or girl to make their
ceased. Petition for Administration asking that
Mrs. Winnlfred Slader of Thomaston or some 1 round, and because of the fact that, ,iofne wlth me for the wjnter- MRS. lang132-134
other suitable person be appointed Adminis ! lie was on the floor so much of the lime | MAII). Tel. 1187-R.
tratrix without bond.
! he managed to outlast -the flnal bell.
WANTED—Mrs. .Mina Larsen will do repair
ing. re-lining ladies* and men's clothing. Has
E. FLORENCE KIHiKRS late of South Thorn- . Two game kids, .those boys were,
asion, deceased. Petition for Administration j
Th , ...... .in,,ther ea’se of come- iiad 10 years’ experience. 14 FREDERICK BT.
asking that Myra S. hay of Bangor or some
‘"ere was another ease oi uiiik
132*S-138
other suitable person he appointed Adminls- i back in the next htiut. when 1 oung
WANTED—Capable girl for housework.
tratrix with bond.
I Merrill Taylor of Rockland, after be- MRS B. B. SMITH. 16 Lincoln St.
132-tf •
SVSAX A BACON late of St. George, de- ' jng nearly put awftv in tile second
girl
at
WANTED—Kitchen
WINDSOR
For^'H7p!»7,o?rsG^enrg7,o^»onwiioth*r1 round’
ot s:»- HOTEL.
132-tf
suitable person be appointed Administrator ford, stalling in the* final neat.
1 he
WANTED Housekeeper's position hi small
with bond.
I Sanford boy had an effective left, family, good reference if wanted. Address
132*134
HEZEKIAH HEMK.NWAY late of Union, de and Taylor was constantly warned to BOX 67, Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
ceased, Petition for Administration asking that avoid it.
WANTED—Three seamen, mate and steward
Herbert L. Grinnell of Union or some other
CO.
Seattle Kid Richards of Dexter and at once for Sch. Helvetia at I. L. SNOW 132-lt
suitable person be appointed Administrator
Young Bolduc of Springvale went the
with bond.
WANTED—Boy or young man to work In
F. ELLEN BURKETT late of Union, de limit in a six-round battle in which furniture store, one who can drive truck.
ceased. Petition for Administration asking that much blood was spilled. Most of it ROCKLAND FURNITURE CO., 15 Tillson St.
Fred E. Burkett of Union or some oilier suit
132-tf
th-i came from Bolduc’s cauliflower ear,
able person be appointed Administrator with
’(but if anything he had. slightly the
WANTED To do housework or nursing
out bond.
three or four days a week, or would care for
Pe- better of the scrap.
MILDRED GREY SMALL of Rockland. Pe
cliildren. Prefer t.» go home nights
MRS.
tit ion for Change of Name filed by Mildred
Smoky Wood of Portland out boxed LENA MOOERS. 67 Rear Park St. • 132*134
Grey Small asking that her name be changed
and
outpointed
K.
O.
Stevens
of
Dex

WANTED—(iirl for general housework.
to Mildred Grey.
GAYTON 0. HALL late of Camden. Petition ter. and twice the latter was down MRS. MERRITT. 30 Suffolk St. Tel. 1055.
130-132
for Distribution filed by Zelma M. Dwinal for the count of nine. Smoky did
Admr. asking that the balance in his hands be nut seem to have quite punch enough
TEL.
WANTED—Small
girl’s bicycle.
distributed to the heirs-at-law.
245-R.
130-132
to put his man away, however. Al.
GEORGE H. DAVIS late of Rockland. Pe
WANTED Dressed
poultry.
Apply 17
tition for Distribution filed by Dora M. Lind Wilson, who was prevented from UNION ST.
130-132
sey Admx. asking that the balance in her boxing last night by* an accident, will
WANTED
—
Capable
person
for
general
hands be distributed to the heirs-at-law.
meet the winner.
housework In family of two. Apply BOX 145,
HENRY A. FITZGERALD late of Great |
I’tah Kid of Bangor, tall, rangey, Camden.
124-tf
Neck. N. Y.. Petition for License to Sell Real
WANTED—Kitchen girl at at
Broad St.
Estate filed by Maurice Fieux of New York and powerful—in fact a seasoned vet
125-tf
(Tty, executor, asking that he may be licensed eran. loomed bead and shoulders MARY BURKETT. Tel. 669-M.
to sell at private sale certain real estate be above Matt Owen, the colored boy
longing to said estate situated In Rockport, from Sanford, hut the hitter kept
For Sale
and described In said petition.
EDGAR A. SHERER late of Rockland. Pe him busier than a hive of hornets.
FOR SALE ^Banking brush. JOHN F.
Utah
was
felled
several
times
in
this
tition to Determine Inheritance Tax filed by
JONES. Owl's Head. Tel. 384-R.
132*134
Minnie F. Sherer Executrix.
picturesque engagement, but nobody
FOR -SALE—For immediate sale, Dodge
NETTIE A. ROBINSON late of Rockland. would say that he was ever in real roadster in perfect condition, driven slightly
Petition to Determine Inheritance Tax filed by danger. If the bout was disappoint over 16,000 miles : good tires and finish. Price
John W. Burns Executor.
right. Apply PHONE 850 from 11 to 1 o’clock.
SAMUEL A. BURPEE late of Rockland. Pe ing it was because the men were so
132*134
tition to Determine Inheritance Tax filed by unequally proportioned.
SALE—Potatoes to anyone, to clean
Elizabeth I. Burpee Executrix.
“Patchy” Saville, thirdi man in the up,FOR
65c bu. Alive lobsters, one claw, 28c lb. :
LUCY R. DANIELS lute of Union. Petition ring, was the busiest man in seven two claws, 3j2 lbs. and up. 30c lb; no claws,
to Determine Inheritance Tax hied by How counties, hut engineered all of the 25c lb. .1. C HARMON, old Thorndike A Hix
ard I). Deane of Union, Administrator c. t. a.
wharf. Tel. 943-W.
132*134
FRED W. COOK late of St. George, first and battles in his usual impartial style.
FOR SALE— Fifty acres, furniture in home,
flnal account filed for allowance by Ellen S.
There will be another exhibition
crops and implements for $900. Few steps to
Cook Admx.
two weeks from last night.
school: strong loamy soli, spring water, fire
ELIZABETH P. WELCH late of Warren,
wood and timber, fruit and berries; comfort
first and final account filed for allowance by
able white cottage, roomy and convenient,
Merritt Welch Admr.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that 30x42 basement barn. Wagons, harness, cul
SILAS A. HARLOW late of South Thomas- you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, tivator. plows, mower, cider press, other tools,
ten, first and final account filed for allowance with the home news, at Hotaling’s News furniture, hay, potatoes, vegetables for winter,
Agency. Broadwav and J3 St.
by Alma E. llazlow Exx.
all for $900 with $506 cash. Details page 19
big illustrated catalog, bargains in 20 states.
FRED W. COPELAND late of Rockport, first
Copy free. STKOUT AGENCY, 813-DG Old
and final account filed for allowance by El
South Bldg., Boston. Mass.
132-lt
dora L. Copeland Admx.
To Let
FOR SALE—One pair heavy work horses,
NETTIE A. ROBINSON late of Rockland,
i’"i <»,. iMimn carr. double sleds and harness.
first and final account filed for allowance by
TO LET House, central location, freshly H. C. BUBER. Warren, Me. Tel. 6-31.
John W. Burns Exr.
renovated, hath* and electric lights : moderate
132*137
VITTRICE H. THOMAS late of Elizabeth price. TEL. 812 M.
13t!-tf
town, 111 . first and flnal account filed for al
FOR SALE—Truck horse 1450 lbs., tip cart,
TO
LET
—
Fornishvl
kitchenette
apartment.
lowance by Arthur F Dean, Exr.
wagon and sled, together or separately. C. A.
2 or 3 rooms, heated. Inquire ETTA H. SAN MANNING. 55 Pearl St.. Camden.
132-134
OLGA HENDRICKSON of Rockp'irt. first and BORN. SO Pleasant St. Tel. 903-W.
132-tf
flnal account filed for allowance by Erick HarFOR SALE— Settees until recently in use in
TO LET Nice dry storage for furniture, vestry of Baptist Church. Thomaston. Eighteen
jula Guardian.
automobiles and boats. Cali at U. M BLAKE of above will seat five persons each and seven
WILLIAM H WINKWORTH late of Rock WALL PAPER STORE
132-tf teen to seat six persons each. Price to satisfy
land. Petition for License to sell Real Estate
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 5 rooms, purchaser. Write ASSESSORS, Thomaston
filed by Frank H. Ingraham of Ko kland. Pub
131-133
lic Administrator, asking that be may be kitchen, living room. 2 bedrooms and den ; Baptist Church.
licensed to sell at private sale certain real electric lights, flush rtoaet, cement basement.
FOR SALE—Good male rabbit hound. Price
estate belonging to said deceased situated in Adults only. Inquire FLORENCE McLilN S reasonable. Come and try him. JOSEPH
Store, 100 South Main St. Tel. 1090-W
Rockland and described in said petition.
ZAHOWSKI, Searsmont, Me.
131*133
132-134
JOHN AHO late of Warren, deceased. Pe
FOR SALE- Dining table, blcyde and piano.
tition for Administration asking that Walter
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3 rooms ; Inquire at 201 MAIN ST.
130-tf
N Alto of Warren or some other suitable per- adults only. Inquire of LILLIAN BICKNELL,
-on be appointed Administrator with bond.
FOR SALE—Farms, city homes, business
Pleasant
132*134
Witness. EDWARD K, GOULD Judge of
o|>portunities, summer hotels, shore properties,
TO LET—Comfortable heated rooms. Terms etc. H. L. STEVENS. 192 Limerock St., Rock
Probate for Knox County, Rockland. Maine.
moderate; central locution. 25 PARK ST.
Attest: • IIAKLES L. VEAZIE Register.
land. Me.
130-tf
132-1311
FOR SALE—Second hand express wagon*
TO LET—Vacant Dec. 1 three or four rooms, good condition.
Can be seen at FRANiJ
furnace heat, lights, bath room, rent reason- MPER S stable. Traverse St. or Tel. 800. J
Probate Notices
ide at 136 TALBOT AVE.
132*134
130-132
I. Charles L. Veazie, Register of Probate for
TO LET—In Thomaston 3 rooms unfur
FOR SALE—Horse suitable for farm work.
the County of Knox, in tlie State of Maine, nished. $15 per month: 3 rooms furnished. $25
MRS.
JOHN
SPEAR.
R.
2,
Warren,
Me.
hereby certify that in the following estates per month; large 2 room office, fireplace, etc.,
130*135
the persons were appointed Administrators or 100 per cent location. $15 per month. EAST
Executors and on the dates hereinafter In ERN REAL ESTATE CO., Broadway and
FOR SALE—The following cars: Late 1927
dicated :
Holmes St.
131-133 Essex coach. $525; 1927 Essex coach, $500 ;
1926 Essex coach, $375; 1923 Essex coach,
CARL RICHARD OLSEN late of St. George,
TO LET- -Bowling alky and billiard room, $175: 1925 Nash sedan, $400; late 1927 Essex
deceased, September 14, 1928. Frank H In
40x100 In Thomaston.
Great opportunity. sedan, $550: 1924 Chevrolet, good, $190: 1923
raliain of Rockland was appointed Public None in town. EASTERN REAL ESTATE
Bulck coupe, $200: 1924 Ford sedan, $150;
Administrator and qualified by filing bond on CO., Broadway and Holmes St. Tel. 819.
1923 Essex touring, $150; 1924 Dodge sedan,
Sept. 28. 1928.
131-133 $275. I take your car in trade and sell on easy
CHAKLILS W HALSTEAD late of Rockland
terms FREDERICK WALTZ. 165 Broadwav.
TO
LET
Six
room
tenement
with
or
with

deceased Sept. 28, 1928, Leon A. Chase of Rock out garage. EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO., Tel. 392-M.
130-132
land was appointed Administrator and quali Cor. Holmes St. and Broadway. Tel. 819.
FOR SALE—Home Comfort range. N. S.
tied by filing bond Oct. 1. 1928.
131-133 REEVER, East Waldoboro, Me. Tel. 26-14.
OLIVER E. COPELAND late of Thomaston,
TO LET— Five room.house, lights, furnace,
130*132
i. S.pt. IS. 1928, Benjamin F Cope
land of Cambridge, Mass., v.as appointed flush closet, garage, large garden plot. Fine
FOR SALE—Cord wood, soft wood slabs
location.
Inquire
at
DORMAN
’
S
SHOE
Admr. d. b. n. without bond. Alan L. Bird of
fitted, also stave slabs and chunks delivered.
STORE. Tel. 259-J.
131*133 E. A. OXTON. Tel. 263-4.
Rockland, Agent in Maine.
129*134
TO
LET
—
Two
furnished
rooms
for
light
SARAH H ( RONIN late of Rockland, de
FOR SALE—White Samoyedes puppies
ceased, Oct. 1, 1928, Dennis W. Cronin of housekeeping, modern convenience! 4 WIL crossed with Eskimo, price $10. MRS. WIL
130*132 LIAM GREY, 4 State St., City.
Rockland was appointed Admr. and qualified LOW ST.
130*132
by filing bond on the same date.
TO LET—Furnished and heated apartment,
FOR SALE—If you want the highest quality,
SYLVANUS C. WEBBER late of Colfax kitchen, pantry, dining room, bed room and
old growth, fitted wood, at a price consistent
County, State of Nebraska, deceased. Aug. 2
bath room : gas and electricity. Adults only.
11)28, Alice'M. Webber of Lynn. Mass, was ap BENJAMIN lMILLEK, 26 Rankin St., Rockland. with the quality, and in sizes to fit your needs,
call Rockland 67-M. R. P. CONANT & SON,
pointed Exx. without bond. Ensign Otis of Tel. 692-J.
130*132 South Hope, Me.
127-tf
Rockland, Agent in Maine.
TO LET Furnished rooms with hath by day
FOR SALE—Virgin wool yarn by manufac
ADAM C. KIRKPATRICK late o” Rockland or week. MRS. A. LARKIN, 2 Summer St.
turer at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART
deceased, Oct. 12, 1928, Katharine e. Wood of Tel. 9,6-M.
130-tf LETT. Harmony, Maine.
123-150
Rockland was appointed Admx. and qualified
TO LET—Three tenements from 4 to 10
by filing bond on the same date.
FOR SALE—Fitted wood, $2 per ft. AL
rooms.
Inquire
at
201
MAIN
ST.
129-tf
FRED
DAVIS,
147
Park
St.
Tel.
859-R.
LUCY R. DANIELS late of Union, deceased,
121-tf
Sept. 18. 1928, Howard D. Deane of Union was
TO LET—Five room house. Grove St. and 7
appointed Admr. c. t. a. and qualified by filing room house with garage, Hill and Rankin Sts.
FOR SALE—Young white Chester pigs.
bond on Oct. 16, 1928.
ERNEST C. DAVIS.
127-tf Bachelder House, Union, Me. MR. HEALD.
120-tf
EM.MANETTE A. BRAGG laje of Rockland
TO LET —Six room tenement on Bunker St.
deceased, Oct. 16. 1928. Nettie Crockett Wot ton L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel. 1185-W.
FOR SALE—At a bargain pony rig—wagon,
of Rockland was appointed Executrix without
127-tf harness and saddle. DR. C. F. FRENCH. Tel.
bond.
i
131-tf
TO LET—Four room furnished apartment at 198-W.
ANNIE S. START late of Camden, deceased, 59 Masonic St. ; electric lights. For further
FOR SALE—Mill slabs. 4 foot long, $6.50;
Oct. 16, 1928, Jessie S. Elwell of Camden was information apply 42 BEECH ST.
124-tf stove length, $8 ; also apple barrels and lum
appointed Administratrix without bond.
TO LET—Furnished apartments, 2 rooms, ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
MARIA O. HILL late of Boston. Mass.. <!.•- flush closet, slied. clothes closet, electric lights.
131-tf
ceased, Oct. 16, 1928, Elizabeth H. Spalding of Inquire 72 CAMDEN ST.
125-tf
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
Stoneham, Mass., was appointed Exemitrix
TO LET—Fi&d floor tenement Gregory block, nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
without bond. Charles L. Veazie of Rock
70S Main St. C. A. HAMILTON, City.
125-tf sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
port, Agent in Maine.
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
TO LET—Two garages, $5.00 month. Rents JOEL P. WOOD, Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 131-tf
MARY S. OLNEY late of New York City,
deceased. Oct. 16, 1928, Peter B. Olney, Jr., of all kinds prdmptly available. V. F. STUD
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long $6
123-tf
of Yorktown, N. Y. and Sigourney B. Olney of LEY, 69 Park St.
per cord, stove length $8. $1 leas In Thomas
Hewlett, N. Y.. were appointed Executors
TO LET—Five room tenement, modern, with ton. Also laths $6.50 and $7.00 per M. L. C.
without bond. C. R. Tupper of Bootbbay Har garage, no children. ROBERT COLLINS, 3
PACKARD; Warren. Me.
131-tf
bor, Agent in Maine.
Main St.
123-tf
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood; fitted soft
WILLIAM II. WINKWORTH late of RockTO LET—Three furnished rooms with use wood slabs $8 ; also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
land, deceased. Oct. 16, 1928, Frank H. In of bath MRS. W. S. KENNISTON\ 176 Main
P. 0. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
graham of Rockland was appointed Public Ad St. Tel. 278 R.
122-tf ________________________
131-tf
ministrator and qualified by filing bond on Oct.
TO LET Five room apartment, heated, nice
17, 1928.,
FARMS. COUNI RY HOMES, COTTAGES
location.
91
NORTH
MAIN
ST.
after
5.39.
and estates: up-to-date property. In the gar
AUGUSTA M. WRIGHT late of Rockland,
120-tf den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
deceased. Oct. 16. 1928, William D. Hall of
Castine was appointed Admr. d. b. n. c. t. a.
TO LET—^furnished house for rent at us what you want ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
131-tf
and qualified by filing bond on the same date. Martinsville, Me., the Ogier Place. Inquire of fast. Me.
ALMEDA 0 SM-JTH late of Vinalhaven. H. E. MASON, 15 Prospect St., North Leo
SPECIAL FOR SALE
minster,
Mass.
120-tf
deceased, Oct. 23, 1928, Evelyn W. Vlner of
New 5 room bungalow, bath, furnace, large
Thomaston was appointed Admx. and qualified
TO LET—Private one car garage for small lot. double garage. South Main St. Must be
sold at once. Very low price.
by filing bond on the same date.
car. Tel. 526-W 19 FRANKLIN ST., City.
120-tf
One farm, fine house and large barn with
CHARLES GILUHREST late of Rockland,
acres land, field cutting 40 tons hay, bal
deceased. Oct. 16. 1928. Henry L. Ewell of
TO LET—Furnished apartments, heated. 60
land In pasture and wood, buildings only
St. George was appointed Admr. and qualified Call after 5.30 at 14 MASONIC ST.
131-tf ance
25
years old: fine water, lights, and cellar
by filing bond on Oct. 23, 1928.
under house and barn. Must be sold at once,
JOHN E. CONARY late of Rockland, de
at very low price, $3,500. Near Rockland on
ceased, Oct. 24, 1928, Edith
Campbell of
Miscellaneous
fine road.
Newton. Mass., was appointed Admx. and
House—Five rooms, all latest Improvements
qualified b.v filing bond on the same date.
with fine cellar and garage. To be sold at
REBUILT
—
Hamilton.
Elgin
and
Waltham
Frank H. Ingraham of Rockland, appointed watches at LEON J. WHITE’S jewelry store. once.
Agent in Maine.
Fine house on Camden street, known as
Guaranteed for ore year. $6 and up. 30-S-tf
Oxton Tea Room. l*arge house and barn ; three
HIRAM SMALL late of Owl’s Head, de
CHIROPODY—All kinds of foot troubles acres land, suitable for over night camps.
ceased. Oct. 25, 1928, Edna M. Small of Owl's
New bungalow with garage, all improve
Head was appointed Exx. and qualified by treated. Arch supi»orts. R. E. COLTART, Reg.
Nurse Chiropodist. Main St., over Moor’s drug ments. Low price.
filing bond on Oct. 26, 1928.
store. Tel. 593-W.
127-tf
House and barn, housing for 500 hens,
CORA G. ('LARKY late of Washington, de
CIDER APPLES—Bring your cider apples to late improvements; 1 mile from Rockland
ceased, Oct. 20, 1928, Fred L. Ludwig of Wash
Postoffice;
9 acres best field, cut 8 tons hay
ington. was appointed Admr. and qualified by Knight's. Cider fromnyour own apples or this yertr. Very low pr^e.
those furnished here fqr sweet cider. Runfiling bond on Oct. 26, 1928.
House
and
several acres land lat<wt
i GEORGIA CONDON late of Rockland, de- j K\iGHT^Rockimrt. Camden “ H‘ 12^*132 Improvements, barn,
Warren. $2 006.
ceased, Oct. 31. 1928, Alan L. Bird of Rock
Two cottages Megunticook Lake.
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. MASON
Cash or easy terms on any property I sell.
land was appointed Admr. and qualified b.v |
work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor.
House, 7 rooms, hard wood floors, large
filing bond on the same date.
3
Adams
St. Tel. 194-J.
131-tf porch, fine cement cellar, good location ; easy
Attest :—
terms.
Must be sold at once, $25.06.
132-S-138 CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register. I
REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any
I have almost any kind of home you want.
color; storage. J. A. STEVEN8 ft SON Mr
Six
room
house, bath, cement cellar, firstLoud St. Tel. 241-M or 13-<M.
131-tf
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
class throughout, modern, must be sold at
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the once, $3000
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
with the home news, at Hotaling’s News Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders
V. F. STUDLEY
Agency, Broadway and 43 St.
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
131-tf
fig Park Street
131-tl
STATE OF MAINE
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 3, 1928

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
rail or tek phone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............ ..................................... 770
j

ANNOUNCING

The Greatest Event in
Magazine History!
Special Last Chance Offers

Good Only Until

NOVEMBER 10, 1928

Special Saving
Price
of
Cosmopolitan, 2 years $4.00 $4.40
Good Housekeeping 2 yr $4.00

2.00

Cosmopolitan with Good House
keeping (one year each to one ad
dress)
$4.50 2.70

(The lowest two-year prices of
the year offered the public cn
America’s favorite magazines—
Cosmopolitan and Good House
keeping—and the lowest possible
price made cn these magazines
when in combination).

The first meeting of the Junior;
Harmony Club takes place next Wed- I
nesday, at the BPW rooms at 7 ■
o’clock'. All last year members are •
asked to be present. There will be j
election of officers.

Misses Alice Gay, Rose Whitmore
and Bernadette Snow gave a Hal
loween party Thursday evening at
the BPW rooms with 24 of their
young friends tts guests. Games,
music and dancing were enjoyed, and
refreshhments were served
The
rooms were prettily decorated and
there were many Halloween favors
for the guests. Mrs. Charles Whit
more and Miss Celia Brault chap
eroned.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Evansky an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter Mary to Charles Heino.
___
V

Miss Helen McLoon entertained at
bridge Tuesday evening in honor of
Mrs. Arlene Perry of Portland. The
favors and refreshments were in
keeping with Halloween. Prizes fell
to Miss Hazel Marshall, Mrs. Loretta
Olendenning and Miss Mildred Oxton,
with guest prize to Mrs. Perry.
The Shakespeare Society will meet
Monday evening with Mrs. E. F.
Glover, Claremont street, Miss Caro
lyn Erskine will be leader and Act III.
of “Two Gentlemen of Verona" will be
read.

Tuesday night Mary and Edward
Sullivan ga\’e a Halloween party at
their home on Berkeley street to 1C
of their little school friends. Deco
rations were of the usual Halloween
colors. Games were played and a
prize was given in the peanut hunt.
Refreshments were served.
Mrs.
Ruth McLellan assisted in serving.
Those present were Victoria Anastasio,
Louise Moulaison,
Louise.
Smith. Dorothy Welch, Marion Har
vey, Edith McLellan, Ruth McLellan,
Hester Hatch, Frances Hatch, Rosey
Malburg, Belnie Robichand, George
Robichand, Alfred Chapman, George
McKinnon, Clarence D? Rochemont,
Mary, Edward and Richard Sullivan.

Page Seven

BURPEE TlWTWg:

SATURDAY
BARGAINS

Two Guaranteed Bargains

BABY SHOP

When you read Burpee’s advertisements you are reading truths. We always have
ready for delivery every piece of merchandise mentioned and it is merchandise
that we wish to sell. Our advertising is not to bring you into the store with the
idea of telling you something else. It is to bring to your attention real bargains.

1 lot Children’s Velvet Hats, 2 to
5 years; were $2.50 and $3.00
for .............................................. $1X0
1 lot Velvet Bonnets, were $2.00;
for .............................................. $1.00
1 lot Girls’ Chinchilla Hats,pink
and blue; were $2.50; for .... $1.00
1 lot Fleeced Lined Union Suits,
sizes 2 and 4 years; $1.00: for 59c
1 lot Stamped Runners and Pil
lows, linen color, 75c quality
for .................................................. 49c
1 lot F.let Scarfs, $1.25; for $1.00
Vanity Sets to match, 75:; for 50c
We also have a new line cf
School Children’s Hose in Mercer
ized
Cotton and Silk and Wool
for .................................... ........ 5Cc
Ladies’ Hats at popular prices in
Felt, Velvet and Metal Cloth

Mattress Information

The Sunshine Society will meet
Monday afternoon with Mrs. BrunMrs. Dauglass 'Bisbee of Rock berg, Grace street. Preparations for
port and Mrs. W. F. Thomas of the rummage sale will be made.
Warren were recent guests of Mrs.
The Progressive Literary Club will
William Gregory at^The Highlands.
meet with Mrs. Cora Snow Tuesday
afternoon at 2.30. In commemoration
Mrs. F. A. Taylor of Portland
is the guest of Rockland friends for of Armistice Day on the eleventh of
November, 1928, when the great
a few days.
World War between Germany and
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Gilbard of the Allied Armies ended at 11 o’clock
on the morning of the 11th day of
Richmond who have been guests of
the 11th month, the roll call will be^
Mrs. Louise Clarke, Chestnut street,
393 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND
answered with references to the
have returned home.
131-132
World War in poetry and song. Act
3 of "Julius Caesar’ will be read, fol
Frank Gardner is confined to his
EDITOR OF COUNTRY PAPER
lowed by current events. Mrs. Annie
home on Rankin street by a severe
Silsby will be the leader.
attack of grippe.
There Are Nine Obligations He Owes

Crockett’s Baby Shop

To the Community
Mrs. Wilmer Stanley is spending a
Mrs. Harriet Orbeton wbo has been
week’s vacation with her daughter.
making an extended visit in Bangor
Recognition of what are classed as
Mrs. Esten Blake, in Augusta.
The young people’s committee of arrived home last Monday accompan
nine obligations which the country
ied
by
her
son,
Maurice
Orbeton,
who
the Universalist Fair, of which Mrs.
Margaret Robertson entertained 24 editor owes to the community is
M, rian Munsey, is chairman, is to was in the city on business Tuesday. friends with a Halloween party at made in an advertisement now ap
meet at the home of Mrs. Beulah
her home on Lake avenue Wednesday pearing in the country weekly news
Miss Celia Brault gave a Halloween
Tirrell this evening at 7.30 o’clock.
evening. Stunts and games were en papers of Wisconsin. The advertise
party Wednesday evening at her
joyed.
Constance Robertson and ment. which was prepared by a com
Rockland Magazine Agency
The regular meeting of Miriam Re home on South Main street, with Pauline Carroll served refreshments. mittee of the Wisconsin .Press Asso
Tel. 1145-W and local representa
games,
stunts,
music,
dancing
and
bekah Lodge will be held Tuesday
The table was decorated with pump ciation, lists the responsibilities as
tive will call at your home or office.
evening at Odd Fellows hall, with sup ’uncheon making up the program. kins, cats, witches, etc, the center follows:
The
house
was
festive
from
top
to
431-134
per at 6.15. There will be degree
1— To present the legitimate news
piece being a large Jack Horner pie,
bottom with Halloween decorations. in the center of which stood a witch of the community.
work.
Miss
Brault
’
s
guests
were
Mr.
and
Matrimonial problems are no longer
2— To snow cleanliness in thought
holding 24 ribbons that ran to the
solved; they are dissolved.—Every
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Morgan and Mrs. Edward Connors, Mr. and Mrs. place cards. Pulling these ribbons and expressions.
Donald
Perry,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Francis
body’s Weekly.
children Vernet and Kenneth are on
3— To be courageous in the expres
the guests found their fortunes at
a motor trip to Mi'.lbridge and vi Louraine, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tardiff tached. The guests were Alice Gay, sion of righteousness, espousal of
Miss
Joanna
Patterson,
Miss
Mar
cinity over the weekend.
Caroline Gardiner. Helen Rubinstein. justice and defense of the weak.
guerite Landers, Misses Emma and Ruby Sunstrom, Hazel Knight, Ma
4— To be consistent in the news
The Chapin Class will hold a sup Marie Dargan, James Murphy, Joseph rion West. Margaret Hutchinson, paper on community affairs.
per Tuesday evening at 6 o'clock in Doyle, Misses Helen and Maureen Helen Knight, Marion Weymouth,
5— To offer intelligent comment or
the Universalist vestry, with Miss Burns. Mrs. Adelbert Harmon. Miss Mavis McMahon. Margaret Pendle news having an important bearing
Lucy Rhodes as chairman.
The Mary Johnson, Mrs. Maurice Wilson, ton, Constance Robertson, Pauline on local affairs.
members are requested to remain Michael Capri. Aime Beaudoin. Israel Carroll. Lawrence Crane, Kenneth
6— To protect the community from
after the supper to enjoy a social eve and Bernadette Snow.
Dailey, Everett Fernald, Roy Pendle fraud and danger.
ning.
7— To give intelligent leadership.
ton, Addison Sawyer, Russell Barat
Opportunity Class was entertained lett, Merton Johnson, Wyvan Fer
8— To be of service as an adviser,
Capt. Charles Whitmore arrived Thursday evening by Mrs Hattie nald, Herbert Pendleton, Charles uplifter, civic booster and the big
Stonington Furniture Co.
brother of the neighborhood.
J yesterday from Baltimore to spend a Richards. Thomaston, with 18 mem Babbidge and Earle McMahon.
9— To follow the ideals of the pro
few days with his family while his hers present. A short program was
given, enlivened by guessing games.
beat is In drydock.
Mrs. W. S. Saunders of Reading, fession.
Mrs. Richards served refreshments.
The advertisement is one of a se
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
ries of 12 messages featuring the
Friday afternoon 24 members of
John T. Berry.
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., meets
rural community and its newspaper
the Methebesec Club and one guest
were entertained at the home of Mrs. Monday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock at
Mrs. H. H. Randall of Portland is which the editors plan to use during
‘Shorelands” the summer home of the guest of her father, C. iM. Har the year.
Clara Thurston at The Highlands
Mrs. Laura Cooptr. as program lead Mrs. J. IN. Southard, with Mrs. Nutt rington, Summer street.
A FACULTY PLAY
er. gave a very interesting talk on Miss Hazel Parker and Miss Jose
(‘“What We Should Read This Win- phine Thorndike as hostesses.
The
Woman
’
s
Educational
Club
en

__ _
I ter."
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood read
tertained at the home of Mrs. Alice “The Arrival of Kitty” Will Be Pre
Dr. Campbell Morgan read to his Hall, Warrenton Park. It was a
sented Nov. 8-9 to Help A. A.
several selections and two numbers,
"When Song Is Sweet" by Gertrude big congregation in London a few dark, rainy day but the home of Mrs.
Sundays
ago
the
following
prayerAt
one of the meetings of the Rock
Sans Souci. and "Mammy’s Here."
Hall was bright, and a delightful
by Sidney Bracy. were sung by Mrs. hymn. composed by a nineteen-year- welcome was given by Mr. and Mrs. land High School faculty, the ques
Grace Armstrong. The next meeting o’d kitchen maid:
Hall. Discussions on different sub tion of meeting the current defi
will be Nov. 16, at the home of Mrs. Lord of all pots and pans and things, since I've jects were all very interesting and ciency in the Athletic funds was
no
time
to
be
tXan Higgs, Talbot avenue, when A saint by doing lovely things, or watching profitable. The lesson on Municipal brought up by Principal Blaisdell.
members will respond to roll call on
Government, conducted by Mrs. In the discussion which followed one
late with Tine,
Or dreaming in the dawnllght, or storming Covel was very instrucive. John M. teacher suggested a faculty play,
current topics of education.
Heaven's gates,
believing that this would prove popu
Make me a saint by getting meals and washing Richardson gave a short address on
The Congregational circle supper
“Infantile Paralysis.”
Louis A. lar.**4 ilt is a new idea as far as this
up the plates.
scheduled for Wednesday has been
Walker gave readings from Dickens school is concerned and the play is
postponed to next Friday, to take Although 1 must have Martha's hands, I have a and Henry Van Dyke. Picbic supper a standard, enjoyable comedy. "The
Mary mind,
t
care of those attending the W.C.T.U. And when I black the boots and shoes. Thy ■served at 6 o’clock was featured by Arrival of Kitty.” As the faculty as
sandals, Lord, I And.
convention which takes place in the
Mrs. Hall's delicious fish chowder. present constituted has an unusual
I think of how they trod the earth, what time I
chut-ch on that date.
Oct. 26 the Club was entertained at amount of talent along this line, it
scrub the floor—
Accept this meditation,. Lord, I haven't time the home of Mrs. Minnie Miles. After is believed that everyone attending
Mrs. Frances Bicknell entertained
for more.
a short discussion on current events will spend an enjoyable evening. The
play is under direction of Miss Gar
the Tuesday N’lght Sewing Club last
Warm all the kitchen with Thy love, and light the civic lesson was conducted by
evening at her apartment In the New
Mrs. Alice Hall.
The speaker, celon, teacher of English. The ad
it with Thy peace;
All That Is New in Lamps I Bicknell.
Forgive me all my worrying, and make all Frederic W. Smith, superintendent of vertising is taken care of by M'.ss
grumbling cease.
the civic lesson was conducted by Dingley; tickets, Mrs. Hart; publi
Thou
who dids’t love to give men food, in room
Beautiful Floor and Bridge
Mrs. A. A. Jameson has returned
dress. Mr. Smith believes that Pro city'by Miss Coughlin.
or by the sea,
Lamps, Handsome Two to her home at The Highlands after Accept this service that I do—I do it unto Thee. hibition is a moral issue and that our The cast:
three weeks' absence In Boston for
churches should give their strength William Winkler ......... C. C. Phillips
Socket Table Lamps, with medical treatment.
Opportunity Class met in Thom- to the workers who are striving for Aunt Jane, his sister .........................
iston Thursday evening with Mrs. temperance and good citizenship.
......... Mrs. Charlotte Cross Jackson
all the newest wanted
The Universalist Mission Circle Hattie Richards, with 17 members The program also included a vocal Jane, his niece .... Miss Glenna Gorrie
shapes—
gtpens its season Wednesday at the present. A short program was en solo by Miss Ruth Koster with Miss Bobby Baxter ............... Ellis Thayer
home of Mrs. E. F. Glover, Claremont joyed, with a reading by Mrs. Pres Marianne Crockett accompanist and Benjamin More ......... R. D. Bowden
street, with Mr4 Glover. Mrs. Leon cott. Mrs. Gregory presented con- banjo selections by M. Chapeney. Ting, a bell boy ......... J. E. Blaisdbll
ard Campbell and Miss Myrtle Her nundrums which were quickly an Picnic supper was served, with Mrs. Sam. a colored porter .......................
................................ A. L. Whittemore
rick as hostesses. Luncheon will bf swered and there was a contest in Minnie Miles providing extra nice
a splendid value
Kitty, an actress ...............................
served at 4.30 followed by relief sew fish naming that afforded amusement. lobster stew.
................... Mrs. E. Butler Phillips
and the devotional and literary
Boudoir Lamps in many ing
Mrs. Mary Gross entertained the
program. Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker
It is not too early to buy your Suzette, Aui\t Jane’s Maid ...........
.............................. Ruth Wass
styles and delicate charm will he the leader. Members are Jolly Six Club Thursday afternoon. Christmas Greeting Cards. The
asked to take dishes, silver and nap
largest and best displayed line ever
so essential to the type. •
Mrs. Minnie Rogers, daughter shown can be seen at Gonia’s.—adp.
kins.
WALDOBORO
Ruth, and son Samuel, returned
A beauty in Ivory with
Bob* Brewer's "School Days Mu
Tuesday
from
a
motor
trip
to
Houl

Ralph Hanscom is in Boston
Rexall One Cent Sale Thursday,
Pastoral Shades in delicate I' forMrs.
ton. Sunday, just before entering Friday and Saturday Nov. 8, 9 and sical Show" will appear here Nov. 6.
a brief visit.
The "show has been playing a very
Island
Falls,
they
ran
into
several
10 at Sheldon’s Drug Store at the* successful 11 weeks' tour through
tints, only—
inches
of
snow
’
and
found
very
cold
Mrs. Percy Bradford of Lewiston
Brook. Watch and wait for it. C. I Northern Maine anil Is now on its
132-134 ' southern swing. Pictures will lie
has taken Mrs. Ella Bird's house, 33 weather all the time they were gone. W. Sheldon.
Spring street, for the winter.
WHEN IN NEW YOKK— Kvinember u,«u , siiown before the show which in
Mr. Sabin and Mr. and Mrs. Ray you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, I cludes eight acts of high class vaude
Mrs. K. B. Crie and sons Donald mond Perkins and son Raymond of with the home news, al Hotaling’s News ville.
132-133
Have You Seen the
Aeency. Broadwav and 43 St.
Lynn,
Mass.,
have
been
visiting
Mrs.
and Hiram leave tomorrow for N'lckatouse Lake where they will meet Perkins’ sister Mrs. Daniel Sullivan.
Mr. Crie and son Ernest. Mr. and While in Maine the boys spent £
Mrs. Crie and son Donald will return week at Moosehead Lake and Canada
immediately. Hiram and Ernest re on a hunting trip. Mrs. Perkins was
formerly Miss Ruby Dyer of North
maining for a week’s hunting.
Haven.
Special Courses at Special Prices
Mrs. Carrie Carter of Philadelphia,
Miss Minnie White of Bath is mak
is making an extended visit with her
Keep your figure trim at a low cost. Reduce your flesh
sister. Miss Anna Smith, Red Cross ing 10 days’ visit with iher brother
W. S. White; and sister Mrs. Lucy
nurse.
in inches and pounds by using the Burdick Exerciser and
Kennedy.
Reducer.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Gould arrive
Mrs. Ida Simmons who recently
Sunday from Auburn to tnake two
weeks’ visit with Col. and Mrs. E. sustained a severe fall at 'her home
PETER PAN BEAUTY SHOPPE
K. Gould before going to Washington on Rockland street, is getting along
TEL. 99S
368 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
D. C-, where Mr. Gould have recently well though still feeling the effects
of a bad shaking up.
taken a position.

DON'T BUY A CHEAP MATTRESS.
You knew it is only throwing your
money away. A good mattress must
contain a filling that will stand up
ar.d a ticking that
will wear. Then it
must be well filled or
it will quickly lump
and be useless. Come
in and see this spe
cial offered here.

A Thick, Soft
Weight 45 lbs.
Orc or Two Parts
Strong Ticking
(Guaranteed)

THIS IS

Pay $1-00 Weekly

LAMP WEEK

$4.98

$1.98

New ,Type.

New Symmetry
New Style
New Utility and
Roominess
The Ideal Christmas Gift.
We will sell you one, Cash
or Easy Terms at the Mar
velously Low Prices now
in effect and hold it for
Christmas Delivery.

Cash or Easy Terms

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
313-319 MAIN STREET

W'-t ■
K-.'.

There wan much merrymaking at
the home of Mrs. Evelyn McKusick,
Spruce street Thursday evening
when her son Maurice entertained 12
of his young friends with a Hallow
een party. The young folks were
in costume, the most unique one be
ing that worn by Edwin Edwards
representing a black cat, with a tail
that seemed always to be in the way.
Games, story telling and the usual
Halloween stunts were in order, and
refreshments had
an
important
place in the program. Those attend
ing this happy party were: Glenna
Rankin, Lucille Rankin. Dorothy
Annis. Adriel Fales, Ernest E. John
son, Rebecca McClure, Louise Mc
Clure. Richard Snow, Howard Chase.
Edwin Edwards, Earl McMann and
Junior Ripley.
Several of the;
mothers were also present to witness ]
the merrymaking.

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Earle
R. Conant in South Hope was the
scene of a jolly Halloween supper
party and social Wednesday eve
ning. The decorations were blaek
eats, illuminated pumpkins and oili
er weird and spooky things. The
supper was served in courses, pre
pared and served by the hostess be
ginning with a delicious oyster stew.
The favors were so unique (at each
plate) that it is beyond us to remem
ber them all. There was a cap for
each guest, and black cats harnessed
to toy carts, loaded with sweets: and
each guest's fortune, the reading of 1
which created much merriment, !
After adjourning to the radio room '
the company listened to music and
speaking from the outside world
while the hostess -passed old fash
ioned popped corn halls, homemade
candy and various kinds of fruit.
Then followed games and stunts.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
George Long. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
P. Conant. ‘‘Uncle Fernando,” Mr.
and Mrs. Earle St. Clair of East
Union and Mrs. Martha Koster of
Rockland.

Tickets for the High School faculty
play "The Arrival of Kitty.” are
now on sale by all students and
may also be obtained at Chisholm’s
or the Corner Drtig Store. All seats I
will be cheeked and the checking may [
be done Tuesday and Wednesday.'
The suppers served by Ruth May
3.30 to 6.00 at the High Sehool gym
or at Chisholm's store. The play will hew Tent on the first and third Mon- '
be held in the High School auditorium ! days are open to the public at 35 cents,
Nov. 8-9.—adv.

—adv.

Range Club
'

'

<

•> '

=

Fourteen more members can bo taken into
this fall’s GLENWOOD CLUB. If you need
a new range come in and ask our sales

man to explain this attrct.vo offer.

A NEW GLENWOOD IS GIVEN FREE TO
SOME CLUB MEMBER

Weekly.
V *

A year to pay.

Everyone knows the
quality of a GLEN
WOOD. It is built of
extra heavy castings, a
STRAIGHT
SIDE
OVEN, heavy nickeled
ails and BUILT TO
BAKE.

W
■

BURPEE

Caution—Never buy a range with the oven
that is cut under the firebox. When buy
ing open the oven door and look inside. If,
on the side next the firebox, you find the
oven extends under the g. a»e bars don’t buy
it. It means the linings and grates will cona”y burn cut. A constant expense. ALL
GLENWOODS HAVE STRAIGHT SIDES
TO THE OVEN.

FURNITURE

CO.

361 Main St, Rockland, Maine

Sunday Dinner

STRAND
A PUBLIX THEATRE

at

NOW SHOWING

THE BLUE MOON

DRY MARTINI”
MARY ASTOR
MONDAY AND TUESDAY

tea room will be served from I o’clock to 3.30
Individual Chicken Pie Dinner as a Special

Business Girls

CEDAR CHESTS

If not you have a genuine
treat in store. We have at
present a complete line in
Walnut, Mahogany and
Cedar finishes.
New Beauty

Join the Glenwood

$1.00 a plate
31 1 Main Street

Rockland

ONE OF THE PUBLIX THEATRES

SAY IT WITH

FRED THOMSON in ‘KIT CARSON"

Chrysanthemums Now

TODAY

- HOME GROWN
FRESH
CRISP
BEAUTIFUL

And
‘BEAUTIFUL BUT DUMB"
will. PATSY RUTH MILLER

MONDAY-TUESDAY

sTjAc
Me,,
Home
WITH

You Need

Some Corner
of Your Home
Should Have a
FERN
or
FOLIAGE
PLANT

NEIL HAMILTON

The Beauty of

Cfaramount *
Qudire

FLOWERS
Every Day
in Your Homes

and Offices

A Human Love Story With Lots of Laughs and
a Romantic Background

I
LUFINO LANE in “ROAMING ROMEOS’

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

Two Act Comedy
WED NE S DA Y—IR E N E~R IC H~i 7'"'CRATg';S~ WIFE"-

“SILSBY'S"
399 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 318-W

124-tf

(

J I.

-a* •

THURSDAY—VAUDEVILLE AND PICTURES
TUESDAY—? S EG ID ENT IA £71 LECTIO N R ET URNS'

—you hav n’t seen Bebe Daniels
until you’ve et n “Take Me Home.”
The great t »*nedy star throws a
few new kick, and throbs into the
drama. With Neil Hamilton and
gorgeous Lilya n Tashman.
A
story of love behind the footlights.
Directed by Marshal Neilan.
DIRECT ELECTION RETURNS
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

“Docks of New York”
George Bancroft

Page Eight
RAMBLES AFIELD
Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the

Alluring

Things of Nature.
[ T wen ty - first 1 lu m ble ]
Every summer I mow them down
two or three times t > prevent seed
forming, and every spring they come
up with renewed vigor ami grow tai!
and rank and full of blue l»b»ss ms
which 1 leave growing until pods be
gin to form, when 1 attack them with
the sickle, though reluctantly, for
they are like old friend' as they have
been there in front of my barn ever
since 1 can remember. Persons often
ask me the name of the sh*»wy plant
and when 1 answer “Chicory” they
seem much surprised. I find very few
who have ever s?en the plant in
bloom, though it should be fairly com
mon as its seeds ire abundant and it
is as hard to kill as a dock.
I read that the root is used as a
substitute for c ffee and is much liked
by some for that purpose. 1 find that
the pretty blue blossom atracts nearly
all flower lovers, especially those who
are fond of blue. The leaves appear
to the casual observer much like the
dandelion leaf, but the plant grows
three or four feet la 1 with me, and
probably somewhat tailor when al
lowed its own way. A few plants
would make a line addition to the
border of any good sized garden if
eared for properly and not allowed to
form seeds.
A plant which 1 find each year in

I

3

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 3, 1928
ja ditch in my held is as pretty as our
| garden
gypsophilla,
or
“baby’s
' breath” which it much resembles, but
the stems are more fragile, the blos
soms more delicate and there is a
1 kind with saw teeth on the stems
. which is rather disagreeable to
handle but the blossoms of either
kind always attract attention, ami I
have been asked if it is a kind of wild
baby's breath. This is the weed or
herb called cleavers (sometimes cliv
ers) or bedstraw. It is used as a
medicine in some cases, and though
the tiny white flowers are very deli
cate and pretty yet the stems are so
weak that they cannot hold the blos
som erect and so they are of little use
as a cut flower notwithstanding their
attractiveness when growing.
Another f? >wer which blooms in Oc
tober is the blue fringed gentian.
This used to graw in profusion in my
hay field and also in other places near
here hut it is seldom seen now. and
o'hers tell me that it has almost dis
appeared in this locality. This is a
pity for the* flowers are a beautiful
shade of blue and the fringe is ixtremely fine and delicate.
A
sweet-scented,
inconspicuous
♦lower grows in many fields after hay
ing is over, until late autumn and the
arrangement of its blossoms is unique.
This is spiranthes. sometimes called
ladies’ tresses, though why 1 could
never understand, for no part of the
plant hears any resemblance to either
a lady or her tresses. I think I have
sp ken of this plant before hut it
will bear mentioning again for there
are probably a few blooms still stand
ing at this time and there may be
some one who will like to examine the
spike of spirally arranged white
flowers which grow on a stem from

three to six inches high. I used to
find them very plentiful when 1 cut
aero— the field from the Sam Doe
farm to Bear Hill on my annual
huckleberry expeditions. I found
running blackberries there too.along
the^tone walls and on the hill itself
1 found in its own season almost
evi ything that delights the heart of
a nature lover.
I c 'iiId never understand those per
sons who go into the woods or the
berry lield in gangs, frightening away
all the little living things, shouting,
win oping, calling to each other and
si. drowning out all the woodsy
- unds so dear to my heart.
l'or several years 1 have not ex
pected again to have the pleasure
which 1 used to experience alone in
the wild pi.tees, but last week a friend
. k no to one of my former haunts
a ad !» f; me there to enjoy nearly half
a day of pure happiness alone among
the huckleberry bushes, with birds
ii ppiaa from bush to hush, crickets
chirping in the grass, crows scolding
at me from overhead, cows feeding
not fir away and a wide view of field
ar.d wood spread out before me.
There was not a house in sight and
it was all so lovely and peaceful that
1 co iTd almost fancy myself a girl
once more with all the romantic
fancies which make girlhood such a
happy time, hut common sense, com
bined with sharp twinges of rheuma
tism. also the toot of an auto horn,
reminded me after a time that I was
dreaming vain dreams, so with my
pail full of huckleberries I left my
place of enchantment with much re
gia t. taking with me a memory which
will serve to lighten and cheer many
lonely hours.
Adella F. Veazie.
Kankin street.

the EASTERN®®53
A Sale of

TTRESSES

Nearly Every Woman
Loses Her Heart to These
Fine Silk Floss Mattresses
This is truly the time lo exp
wonders. It’s the kind of
a sale women all over Eastei i 2.1 line recognize as well
worth a trip t > the Eastern.

WHILE THEY LAST

Eastern’s Chamber
Outfit Complete

$39.50

Consists of Simmons Brown Enamel Be l. a full size,
with Eastern Star comfortable matti* ss and two genu
ine feather pillows, a comfortable spring, a roomy oak
dresser with mirror—all for *39.50. $1.00 rash and $1.50
weekly. Mail orders will 1 tilled.

§

THIE REALM OF MU!HC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

To commemorate the 100th annl-1 Emma Hartey. The young folks
versary of the death of Franz Schu- played with very good tone and keen
bert. which occurred Nov. 19. 1828, sense of rhythm, remarkable when it
in Vienna, the week of Nov. 18-25 is is considered that the orchestra reto be observed nationally and inter- hearsals have been under way liut
nationally as Schubert Week. The | a brief time, and the members are
Columbia Phonograph Company is all new with the exception of two
sponsoring a concerted movement or three.
Mrs. Harvey with tills
with headquarters in New York, group is paving the way for a symknown as the National lleadqu.ir- phony orchestra such as Bangor and
ters
Schubert
Centennial.
1819 Portland have and which the musical
Broadway, and having Otto II. Kalin clubs are dreaming of today. She is
as chairman of the advisory body, to lie highly commended for her deand Frederick N. Sard us executive voted work with these young musiclans.
director.
« * *«
A letter from Mr. Sard outlines the
It was my misfortune not to hear
work they are doing, and stresses the
importance of holding Schubert ob- Kitty (Lottie) McLaughlin when she
servances in every community in sang from station WOB last Monsome form or other. He mentions day evening, but am told by several
particularly observances in
the who did hear her that she sang
schools, the churches, clubs and mo- | beautifully.
The better reception
tion picture houses. If anyone is in- was from WNAC, WOR being almost
terested, I shall be glad, to explain . obliterated.
The only regret 1
in more detail suggested programs. I heard expressed was that Miss Mc••<•
j Laughlin’s selection was too brief.
Franz Schilbert was a musical
The first convention of the Ply
genius whose creations have had a
more universal appeal than those of mouth District of the Federated Mu
any other composer. Of such a great sic Clubs, under whose jurisdiction
stature was the soul of this man that, the New England States come, will
in spite of his miseries, lie has left he helfi in I’rovidence Nov. 14-15, In
us nothing but melodies that fill us accordance with the announcement
with Joy. Born of poor parentage, issued hv Mrs. George Hall, presi
he was an aristocrat of the spirit, dent of the Plymouth District. In
and whatever circumstances brought teresting and profitable programs
into, he always maintained his inde have been arranged for the two days,
pendence. Generous to a fault, he featuring on Nov. 14 Miss Marion
gave everything he had to Ills friends llous, pianist, who was heard here
ard demanded nothing in return last May and later in Camden in one
Simplicity, modesty, kindness 1,ndlof'h«‘ Frank Bibb concerts, and de
truthfulness were his marked traits., voting the second day to junior acNo other composer ever had the sim tivities.
•** *
plicity .and the beauty of Schubert’s
Anyone who is devoting attention
melodies. No other composer was so
fruitful or maintained so high an av to getting the finest records possible
far their talking machines would be
erage.
well repaid to go into tiie Maine Mu
Genius and character seldom go to sic Co., and look over the “Musical
gether. This has been /particularly Masterpiece Series of Victor Rec
true of the great musical geniuses. ords.” These contain recordings of
However. Schubert had both. His such composers as Schubert. Bee
musical genius it is easy to parallel thoven, Brahms. Chopin, Dvorak,
by that of Mozart. Beethoven. Bach. Franck. Grieg. Mendelssohn. Puccini.
Tschaikowsky.
His nobility of character it would be Rimsky-Korsakow.
hard to parallel in the annals of any Verdi and Wagner. They are splen
didly gotten up, with albums and
art.
explanatory folders.
• ♦• ♦
** **
There are striking bits in Schu
The first production by local tal
bert’s life. Many of his most beauti
ful songs were written when he was ent to be given in the new Auburn
between 16 and 18. He was such a Theatre, opened to the public Oct.
prolific writer that he always seemed 1. will _be the Gilbert. &, , SuHivan
. ,
engrossed in an inner melody which o',era "The «ondoliets. which is to
made him appear often inattentive.
presented Jan. 14 by the Lewis
and wrote down songs and airs on ton-Auburn Philharmonic Club, in
anything handy by—his cuff*, menu , the names uf the east appear sev
cards, scraps of paper. It is said | eral familiar ones, such as Avaril
that he wore his glasses to bed be- Richan. E. S. Pitcher. Edward Ranausc it was not a rare occurrem • j| som of Bosfon, Miss Extlia Blouin
for him in the night to think of a , and Elvert E. Parker,
••••
melody and to have his glasses on j _
......
, .
...
saved time in his rush to get the, Donald K A,'en’ chairman of the
tune set down before it eluded him. committee in charge of the Atwater
Poverty seemed always at his heels I Kent K;ld,° •'ad“‘ons ]Iie,d
and many of his most exquisite songs , announced last Tuesday that Miss
were sold for the equivalent ,,f i Dorothy Lindsay Robbins, coloratura
twenty cents in our money. In fact, "oprano. of 9 Cumberland street.
poverty got him in the end. as his . Brunswick, and Alexander launieiix.
illness of typhoid fever was brought ,enor’ "f
Bis ion street. Lewiston,
on by insufficient food and clothing.
"inners ot first prizes,
and he passed away at the age of Jl I »'
L^ieux has appeared in
years, before lie realized even the amaleup theatre as an
ei”’-0 's
smallest idea of his greatness and ini- j "
Kreal success in ewis.on.
mortality to come.
' is a nat ve of Maln.e'1
. , „
,„ #*
j The winners will take part in the
Sunday. Nov. 18. is to be observed : district audition to be broadcast
as Schubert Sunday, foT not only did from " f"Al- In . ew
"■
. ox
Schubert write eloquent church mu- for 1>oys' and Nov’ 11 {or 8 r s’
sic. but lie was a devout man. per- t
.nor vr/~vl 1
meated with deep religious emotions OF COURSE lUU KNOW
so it seems only fitting to set aside
----a Sunday to «prws the spiritual How To Answer These Quesstgmficance of his life and work .
.

tions

$17.50

S5I.K FLOSS
MATTRESSES
Thes< are tin genuine 100% pure Kapoc
filled matt l ess, otherwise known as Silk
I
Tin. II. L. Day Sons Silk Floss
Malt!*—
are known throughout New
Enu’and for their homfortable and last
ing qua ities. Enjoy sound sleep on one

of these wonder mattresses. They are
it. in fine quality, plain or art
full weight
ticking, nd ha ve rolled edge to keep the
matt res in shape. Old customers need
make i.. . first payment. New accounts
can deposit $1 and $1 weekly. Mail or
ders will be filled.

DAY SON SPECIAL
WOOL MATTRESS
a will bi’ amazed at this value. A
pound wool-filled mattress, in good
id ' t-h k of he kind usually found only
fO mattresses. This is a
ss and is well made, with
edge. These mattresses
<1 at a price you would

ordinarily have to pay lor an excelsior
mattress with soft top and bottom that
mat and harden after a few weeks. Please
come in and examine this trade. Old cus
tomers need make no first payment. New’
accounts can pay $1 deposit and $1 week
ly. Mail orders w ill be tilled.

Beds!

Mattresses!
DON’T Di LAY! BIGGEST BARGAINS!
$8...O Mattresses to go at .................

$4.90

$14.50 Mattresses io go
$17.50 Mattresses io go
$25 00 Mattresses to go
$20.00 MVtresses to go
$33.00 Mattresses to go

$8.75

at ..............

$9.50

at ................. $9.50

at ............. $16.75
at .............. $21.50
at
........ $26.50

BIG REDUCTIONS
$10 Beds to go at ................................... $5.95
$15 Beds to go at
$8.75
$20 Beds to go at ..............
$11.50
$28 Beds to go at ............................. $16.75
CRIBS
$12.50 Cribs to go at ........................... $7.39
$16.50 Cribs to go at ........................ $10.50
$21.50 Cribs to go at .
$14.50

I
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283 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Our

The Eastern Maine Festival Asso
Presidents
ciation feeling the importance of She
Schubert Centenary set aside .parti
of their program in Bangor, Get. 24.1 In view of the fact that a Presiwith this preface: "Appropriate. I dential contest is now in its closing
after breaking down of romanticism | hours, and that there is widespread
in music, and a hectic period of so- interest in everything connected with
called realism at the hands of the the nation's highest office, it is highly
craftsmen of the art, romes this! fitting to propound a few questions
Schubert Centenary and its slogan , which will test your memory and
of ‘Back to Melody.’ Pungent har- ! know ledge on such matters. Here
monies, erratic rhythms, bizarre or- goes:
chestral colorings—these foTces have' Who was tiie youngest President.
their values as added stock-in trade and what was his age?
to the composer.
*
{ Who was the only President clectTlie seriousness of the centenary ed unanimously?
seemed to impress itself upon Mr 1 What President lived to the greatSpraeue and his associates in the ; cst age?
concert, as that part of the program
How many signers of the Declarawas unquestionably outstanding for tion of Independence became Presl
its excellence. The orchestra played 1 dents?
‘‘Moment Musical'* and "Marche: Which President was the oldest
Militaire" delightfully, and gave a win n elected?
wonderful performance of the First
What is the official salute for a
Movement of the “Unfinished Sym President ?
Who were the two tallest Presi
phony.”
And lovelier singing Is
rarely heard than Miss t’onxelle'x dents?
rendition of “Serenade" and •■Whith
Did any Democratic President ever
er." with their legato passages and die in office.
delicacy of interpretation. And who
What President was awarded tile
can listen to “The Omnipotence" Nobel Peace prize, and why?
without being strongly moved by the
Who was the lirst Presidential
grandeur of that composition?
; nominee to be notified of his nomina
•••«
tion by telegraph?
In the group of students from the
Which President was the grandson
University of Maine In the Festival of.a President?
chorus was noted Ethel Thomas. Which President was never marMary Wasgatt and Catherine Veazie. ried?
••••
i Have any Presidents ever been
An interesting volume has come to elected by the National House of ltepme from the Oliver Dltson Co., i ailed , resentatives. and if so, w hat ones?
“Project Lessons in Orchestration’’I What Presidents have died in office?
by Arthur Edward Heacox. who '.las ' These are easy questions, of course,
several volumes on music to his for the Woman's Educational Club,
credit. The central idea of this book but they will prove u hit bothersome
is to provide a series of interesting for most of us
“]cxson-problemt|" in orchestral ton.
arranged in groups according to the
subject in hand, with each group
leading to its own logical “project”
of the student’s choice. The lessons
are short, planned to require an aver
age of about two hours each in prep
aration, while the project—orches
trating a piece for which the stu
dent is prepared by the lessons lead
ing up to it—may require several
hours.
One group of lessons leads to string
treatment of simple four-part writ
ing., doubling of parts, the addition
of filler parts, etc., another to the
string interpretation of pianoforte
accompaniments, others to bowings,
to the use of winds, to combinations,
to substitutions: all with a view to
the most practicable uses of present
day arranging.

• ••«

furniture company

Concerning

At the reception given by the Par
ent-Teacher
Association
Munday
evening everyone was much im
pressed with the splendid work done
by the Grammar School Orchestra,
conducted and coached by Mis.

L. W. McCartney

Plumbing and Heating
MAINE

ROCKLAND.
Telephone 1005 M

142-every Sat-tf

Greta Nissen and the luxurious bathroom her glorious blonde beauty inspired

The lovely complexions

you see on the screen-1HAT charm radiantly fresh
smooth skin gives a girl—
<<I used to say ‘ it is impossible—one
you know it the instant the close

cannot
find a soap of the luxury of
imported
soaps in America!’ Then I
up is flashed on the screen!

W

Exquisitely smooth skin is more
important for loveliness than any
thing else, motion picture directors
say. Because their skin must be
lovely under the cruel lights of the
close-up, screen stars guard it very

found Lux Toilet Soap. As fine as
the costliest French soap, makes my
skin wonderfully soft and smooth.,,

carefully.
Nine out of ten screen stars
use Lux Toilet Soap. There are in
Hollywood 433 important actresses,
including all stars — 417 of these
use Lux Toilet Soap. All the great
film studios, too, have made it the
official soap in their
dressing rooms.
“A star must have smooth
skin,” declares pretty BETTY
BRONSON (Warner Bros.).
“Everything shows in a close
up. I find this lovely white
soap is wonderful for my skin.”

GILDA GRAY, who lends
her loveliness to United
Artists, says, “Only an ex
quisite skin can look charm
ing in a close-up. I use Lux
Toilet Soap for mine — it
keeps it like velvet.”

LUX Toilet SOAP
WITH THE BOWLERS
Vinalhaven “Spark*"
Al. Smith's Crusaders 100 per eeni
strong came back fighting from theii
defeat ot last Thursday and undei
the leadership of Capt. Leon Arej
took “Drew's Gang" into the wigwam
to the tune'ef 21 pins in a hotly con
tested three-string mutch at the Cas
cade Alleys Thursday night.
Nichols, holing in place of Merri,thew, was the sensation of the eve
ning. getting six spares in his firs
12 boxes. Considerable addltlona
“color" was given to the occasion b>
Dyer, the “dark horse" who in apltf
of continued efforts to rattle bin
turned In a good score.
The stage is all set for next Thurs
day night and the teams are so even
ly matched that the Wall street bet
tors are now of.'-ring even money or
the outcome. However in tiie event
of Al. Smith's defeat at the polls
Tuesday it is expected that the odds
will change on the Crusaders atu.
there ure rumors they might disband.
The public is invited to these matches
and if tliey can't get a “kick" out ol
them Manager Drew says there isn’t
any red in their blood. The score:
Al. Smith's Crusaders

Nichols ......
Lyford ....................
Johnson ......................
Arey ............................
Anderson .........

99
94
84
93
94

94
75
81
87
87

90
99
80
81
95

283
268
145
26
276
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in a more serious type of role, yet
STRAND THEATRE
retaining .comedy in a lesser degree
‘ Dry Martini” will be served for is the belief.
the last time tonight at the Strand
Election returns will be given at
where it «has bean exhilarating thihs theatre next Tuesday, received
crowded houses. In’addition to be direct by radio.—adv.
ing a fine entertainment this picture
:s equivalent to a personally conduct
ed tour of the French capital.
1855
1928
A new type of role is afforded Bebe
Daniels in “Take Me Home.” to be
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
shown next Monday and Tuesday.
WALDOBORO, ME.
Her part of I’eggy Lane, the little,
chorus girl, is one that permits of
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS in
no rest for it is as full of action as
STONE
tStf
the Bebe Daniels pictures of the past,
and in addition lias a strong under
lying theme of romance and drama
tic incident. The departure of Miss
Daniels from the slapstick type of
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
role in this picture is in accordance i
PLUMBING, HEATING
with the new policy recently an-,
nounced by 'Paramount Famous I
Tslsphons 244-W
Lasky Corporation. Fans of the pop- ' 106 Pleasant Street
Rockland
ular film actress will welcome this
1
change of Miss Daniels’ being cast.

For The Family Ills and Ails
An Old Family
Doctor's Favorite
Prescription.

Ballard’s Golden Oil
THE EVER READY EFFECTIVE
REMEDY
The Family Standby for Generations.
Best for Croup, Coughs. Colds. Cramps,
Colic—Sprains and Strains—Loosens.
Lubricates, Heals—Ne Poison Drugs.
Sold Everywhere.
Keep a Supply on
Hand.

464 424 445 1333

114-3

Drsw's Gang

________
.................
.................
Anderson ...................
Dyer

89 83 106
94 90 98
96 82
81 67
81 93

278
282

268
236
248

441 415 456 1312

PARK THEATRE
Today is your last chance to see
Fred 'Thomson and Silver King in
"Kit Carson" and "Beautiful But
Dumb ”
The most authentic story of the
colorful San Francisco Bay district,
ever filmed is “Waterfront,’ which
comes Monday and Tuesday with
Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill
in the leading roles. It deals with the
love affair between the daughter of
a retired sea captain and a young
’ oiler on a trans-Pacific steamer. The
entire action takes place either on
the waterfront or aboard the steam
er, and it is replete with color and
action. Although essentially a farce
comedy, the picture contains enough
drama and heart interest to snake it
one of the best pictures of the sea
son.—adv.

Barker—I believe in free speech.
Blunt—That's nice. I hate to have
to pay t<> hear you.—Montreal Star.

Boatmens’ Headquarters
Largest stock of marine supplies in Eastern Maine.
marine supplies; marine motors always in stock.

men and blacksmith shop.

All kind*

Capable repair

Let us make you a flat price on your

new motor and installing same.

MARINE MOTORS
CRAY, UNIVERSAL, BRIDGEPORT, RED WING, STERLING,
HARTFORD and JOHNSON OUTBOARDS

We carry parts for Gray, Universal, Hartford and Johnsons
Mail Orders Filled Promptly

Marine Supply Co.
CAMDEN, MAINE
Next Wharf To Yacht Club

Tel. 78
27Stf

